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FREE
CATALOG!

HILTON
portable sound systems

Variable speed turn
tables and power
amplifiers in a
single enclosure.

Micro-100 Single channel amplifier, weighing
only 13 pounds

AC-205 Two channel amplifier with record reset `

AC-500 Most powerful,
two channel amplifier with
record reset

Hilton amplifier/turntables are
warranted for a full two years and
all feature the following:
■ Two microphone inputs

■ Adjustable level inputs for tape, CD,
MiniDisc, or any audio signal
CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG
WITH PRICES AND COMPLETE
INFORMATION

■ Balance controls for two track
recording and playback
■ Rugged outer carrying case with removable lid
■ Output jacks for speakers, line and
mic levels

When surfing the net be sure to check
out our web pages at:
www.ccnetcornl—hiltonap/

A leader in the field for over 35 years, Hilton Audio Products is owned and
staffed by experienced and active square dance callers. Information and
service is available Monday through Friday 8 AM to 4 PM (PST).

•
fetli

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1033-E Shary Circle - Concord, CA 94518

Phone: 925-682-8390
FAX: 925-682-8497 - e-mail: HiltonAudeaol.com - Web page: hdpi/www.ccnet.com/-hittonap/
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A UNIQUE CLUB BANNER
by

My wife Dee and I have enjoyed
dancing with clubs in all but five
states in the U.S. We are always
impressed by the creativity that goes
into club banners. We believe that our
little seasonal club at Outdoor Resorts in the Florida Keys possesses
one of the more unique banners
around. Here's how it happened.
I am a member of CALLERLAB and
teach the beginners class for our club
the LONG KEY SQUARES. Last winter
(1997) we welcomed into the class
Glenn and Phyllis Webb from Canada.
Phyllis has two knee replacements, a
hip replacement, a shoulder replacement and the courage to tackle both
square and round dancing. Glenn, a
retired school administrator does
stained glass, writes poetry, and now
does square and round dancing.
At the end of the winter season
Glenn showed his appreciation for
the square dance class by making
stained glass angels for Dee and me.
Glenn also was writing a poem,
"Touched By Angels." The angels
and poem now grace the wall of our
winter mobile home.
Before returning to Canada, Glenn
said that in the summer he would
make a stained glass replica of our
club badge and banner. Don Wiley,
our club caller, designed the badge in
1980. I made a cloth banner in 1989.
The badge and banner depict a
Florida Keys sunset crossed by a

Weldon Parker

"Long Key" to represent the name of
our club and the island on which we
live. Little did we realize that what
would result from Glenn's efforts
would be a beautiful 19' by 19"
stained glass banner complete with
carrying case. Needless to say, we
are proud of our new banner and of
our little club, which visitors say is
one of the friendliest clubs they have
ever visited.
If you are ever in the Florida Keys
between November 1 and April 1, stop
by to see us and our banner at Outdoor
Resorts on Long Key, mile marker 66
Overseas Highway. We dance Plus on
Tuesday evenings, Mainstream on
Thursday evenings and have our class
on Sunday evenings. Ron and Millie
Nitzsche of New Jersey teach rounds
on Monday afternoons.
Who knows, you might decide to
rent or buy a lot or mobile home in our
tropical paradise.
Note: Weldon Parker is a retired
professor of Science and Math
education, San Jose State University, San Jose, California. He & Dee
live at Clearlake, California from
April till November. From November
till April they are at the Outdoor
Resorts on Long Key - about halfway
between the southern tip of Florida
and Key West. Weldon has been a
member of CALLERLAB for 4+
years. He substitutes for club callers
and teaches classes. ligh

Life is like a bank. You can't draw out what you haven't put in - but what you have put in is sure to pay interest!
-Helen E.
American Square Dance, August 1998
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Becky Osgood
Junc 13, 1998
The Square Dance world was saddened when
notified of the death of Becky Osgood. We do not
have enough room within this publication to list
what she did for this great recreational activity
we all enjoy. Presented here are a few photos
allowing us to remember her in the way many
knew her and the way we believe she would want
to be remembered.
Our sincere condolences to Bob and the entire
Osgood family.
We asked a close friend of Becky's to share
her thoughts.
BECKY OSGOOD - A friend, forever a part of our hearts.
Wife, Mother, Grandmother, Tour Leader, Writer,
Counselor, Student and Dancer, all roles that have been part of
Becky's life, which she blended and rotated an priorities
effortlessly as needed. The most significant role for Becky has
been "Friend."
The personification of the
"Good Heart,"
she is the truest of friends to
all who share
her world of
joy and balance. She has
understood
that friendship
and love occupy a central
place
in
thought and
tradition. Her friendship has never been
diluted in any way.
Friendship, as the
perfection of human
nature, has and always lives in Becky.
St. Aelred had
written that, "A truly
6
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loyal friend sees nothing in his friend but
his heart." What Becky has seen in your
heart, through her own spiritual maturity, has always remained meaningful to
her, always open to your needs, beliefs,
and with an understanding of your
humanness and fears. She has exhibited
the most graceful and loving way of
disagreeing with you when necessary, a
quality to be admired and imitated.
Square dancing, and the fellowship
at the heart of it, has been a pivotal
point in Becky's life. She has been the
unobtrusive presence, always supporting, defining and guiding the activity
through wisdom and love.
Becky does not need to be present
in your space to influence your life for
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the best. flex true concern spans the
miles and the lifetimes between you
effortlessly. "Becky is the person I
want to be when I grow up."
She died as she lived, never
intrusive, always supportive.
Send Memorial Gifts to CALLERLAB,
C/O Laurel Eddy Moseley, Suite 285, 829
r Avenue SE, Rochester, MN 55904.
Please include names and addresses of
both the donor and the recipient.
Sharon Kernen
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SIO and ASD giveaways
Thank you for all you have done for
our square dancing pleasure with
American Square Dance.
Father Time has do-si-doed us and
we no longer square dance. We have a
collection of Sets in Order and
American Square Dance from 1961
through 1996. We would be willing to
box them up and send them to someone
who would pay the shipping charges.
Keep up the good work!
Phil & Betty Aranguena
Elko, Nevada
Looking for old issues
I am looking for old issues of ASD.
I am a collector of your books, but by
accident I have lost some. The issues
I am missing are: 1987 -January; 1996
- April & September; 1997 - May, June,
July, August, September & October;
1998 - January, March & April.
I hope that someone can help me. I
am sixty years old and retired. We are
two fanatic square dancers for about

twenty years now. We dance up to Cl
and learning C2 (all on tape because we
have no higher callers here in Holland).
Jan & Truus Hobijn
The Netherlands
Editor's Note: If you can help Phil
and Betty or Jan and Truus, please
write to ASD.
Enjoy the magazine!
Really enjoy the new magazine size
and formation. The information on
square dancing is great.
John & Jo Hickman
Celina, Tennessee
Got your magazine this week and I
always enjoy reading it. I particularly
enjoyed the articles on and by Dick
Leger. They were really great. Here in
Wichita, we have people quitting
square dancing and going to round

:fa*
Is

Ate,*

Mac McCullar
San Luis Obispo, CA

NOW AVAILABLE
BM 148 You Always Hurt The One You Love - John Eubanks
PRESENTS
BM 1019 Down River/Treat Her Right
BM 1018 Handy/Old Joe Who - Hoedowns
Flip Instrumentals
BM 194 Small World
BM 193 Take Me Out To The Begrime
BM 192 Best Things In Life Are Free
BM 191 Amapola
BM 190 Anytime
BM 189 You Don't Care What Happens
BM 188 Am I Blue

BM 187 Stepping Out
BM 183 Happy Birthday Square Dance
BM 179 Eight More Miles To Louisville
BM 177 Manna
BM 176 John Henry
BM 169 Jeepers Creepers
BM 158 I Saw The Light

PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Tel: (805) 543-2827
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dancing because they dance with the
music and they feel they get a much
more enjoyable experience. You really
put out a great magazine - keep up the
great work.
Frank Morrell
Wichita, Kansas
Opinion from Canada
Please renew our subscription for
June. When the issue arrives, I sit
down and read it from cover to cover.
I, of course, as a caller have my own
opinion about the controversy over the
levels and the lack of newer dancers.
I am curious if more people would
not stay dancing if we were to spend a
little more time on creative choreography for the Basic Program and not
concentrate so hard on Plus and
Advanced. This is just my opinion.
By the way, if you are in touch with
CALLERLAB please inform them that
most of the square dancers in the
Caribou region of British Columbia
believe there is no need to change the
square dance program. The levels are
fine as they are as long as we call more
dances for the beginners.
Ab & Mary McQuillin
British Columbia, Canada
Article feedback
RE: Starting Singles Club (Betty
Card - Mail Room, June 1998)
How can singles square up? To get
into a square alone and then hold up a
hand requesting a partner is an
inconsiderate and uncourteous
method. Betty Card is quite right to
foresee problems with it. People
wanting to dance should just stand up
and look around. That is easily
understood yet still non-committing.
Then they can ask each other for a
American Square Dance, August 1998

dance without fear of intruding. Of
course it must be understood that both
men and women have equal rights to
ask for a dance. It would be helpful if
they accepted women dancing the
man's part.
RE: Square Dance Record Producers - An Endangered Species? (Doug
Bennett, June 1998)
It is a trite saying that time is
money. But it is true the other way
around, money is time. If you buy a
record, you donate a little bit of your
lifetime in appreciation of the time
spent by those folks who prepared
that music and made it available.
Please do that.
Heiner Fischle
Hannover, Germany
Square dancing at its best
I have been suggesting this to the
Illinois State Convention Committee
for two or three years and they don't
seem to hear. Maybe some other states
will see merit in it.
To sell the public on square dancing
again, they should see it at its best. A
full house is more impressive than one
square at the mall. Invite the public in
for an "Introduction to Square

Mini-Manuals
In answer to requests, we have available short,
stapled handout pages (several pages in
each), not formal booklets, but helpful for
the purpose.
1. Image System in a Nutshell
2. Ideas for Afterparties
3. Stan's Tandem (dble sqs)
4. A Bushel of Modules
5. Filler Patter
6. Hexagons
Each is $3.00 (incl. pstg) from Mikeside Management, PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874
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Dancing" for an hour or two during the
busiest, most fun time. Not early in the
morning - not outside in 95° heat please don't charge a fee. Advertise in
your local papers. There will be plenty
of callers available.
Invite them to stay and watch as
long as they wish, again at no charge.
People need to see how much fun
we are having. What better place than
a state convention or federation or
even weekend festivals. Anytime you
have a large crowd.
Novis & Evelyn Franklin
Morton, Illinois
Square dance singing call
Please can I reinstate my subscription to your magazine. I thought my
square dance career was coming to an
end, but hooray, I was wrong. I have a
friend who would also like to try a
year's subscription.
I am enclosing a square dance
singing call that I have used on most of
the hoedowns I have called during the
past fifteen years. It's a crowd pleaser.
I understand the record is still
available, despite its age.
Good, simple square dances are not
too plentiful, so some of your caller
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
by Stan & Cathie Burdick
I
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MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE
FOR CALLERS
COMMENTARY CHOREO AND SKILL TIPS
WRITE: S&C BURDICK PO BOX 2678
SILVER BAY, NY 12874
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members may find it useful.
Here is a simple square dance
modified from a dance by Bruce Johnson
(I hope he won't mind, I've never met
him). The record is Windsor 4112-B.
Note: There is only an opener and
middle break, and they are only 32
beats long.
Open & Break
Bow to your partners and to your
corners all join hands and circle left,
you circle round the hall. Now circle to
the right my boys the other way back
home. Stop at home and swing your
partner round boy, cos that's the way
they do it down in Georgia.
Figure
All four ladies star by the right once
around you go, when you get to your
old man, do a do-si-do, everybody face
to your right (at this point get them to
place their right hand on the right
shoulder of the person in front). Go
marching around the ring, cos that's
the way they do it down in Georgia.
Hip, Hip, Hooray! Let's go the other
way, Hip, Hip, Hooray! Let's go back
home I say (at this point they all turn
and go back to place by the same
method). When you get to your back
door, everybody swing. Cos that's the
way they do it down in Georgia. They
usually don't require any telling to
answer with the "hooray." It is as well
to note that there is no partner change
and no promenade. I also tell them to
listen because I may send the men in
with a left hand star, and I do, instead
of the ladies right hand star.
Ken Shore
Derby, England
Send your letters to:
ASD Mail Room, PO BOX 777,
N. Scituate, RI 02857
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Customized New Dancer
Recruitment Poster
• Awareness builder within your

community
• Attention-grabbing, 1 I x 17-,
3-color design
• High quality print on durable
coated stock
• Bottom right-hand corner is left
blank for you to fill in your
specific event information
with labels, pads or imprint
• Day and Month of your classes are
boldly proposed to the reader in
the center of the poster
rdrompow
Om Sold. 0111 313.111*

II I Ili II

• Order in sets of 25 posters
(Single Day and Month only)

1-dlOWShip ■

$29.45

Please allow 3 weeks for delivery.

Order Form. Complete the form below and make your check payable to ASD (sorry,
Send to: ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857

no credit card orders accepted).

Circle one month: September October
Circle one day: Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs
CLUB NAME:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:
PHONE #:

For more information: call 401-647-9688
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mailed in their forms and received
their awards.
Eleven of the dancers were at a
special club dance when the awards
IN THE NEWS
were presented to them on November 20,
1997. Pictured on this page front row;
If you have square dance news Marilyn Friess, Gay Davis, Judy Kempker
you would like to share with ASD and Judy Harris. Back row; Roger
readers, please send it to us, along Trego, Alan Webb, Jackie Kassik, Rick
with your name, address and phone Bennett, Becky Sourbeer, Scott Slicker
number (type writtten, if possible, and Tom Bradley. Not pictured; Deanna
but not necessary) to ASD Magazine, Clayton, Eddie Parks, Bill Stanton,
PO Box 777, N. Scituate, RI 028.57, or Jackie Watson and Jeff Winter. Robert
FAX to (401) 647-3227. We'll do our Sipe's award was posthumous.
best to include it in a future issue.
The Rocking Squares Club was
formed on November 8, 1973. Katie
Rocking Squares
Sollers became their caller and stayed
with them until 1996 when she had to
Handi-capable
retire due to ill health. David and
Square Dancers
Marcie
Myers took over the teaching
In October '96, The Wichita Area
and calling.
Square Dance Clubs voted to particiThey danced often at local nursing
pate in The Presidential Fitness
homes,
extended care facilities, AmeriProgram. We were appointed chaircan
Legion
Post 401, and other places
persons. Some fourteen couples and
six individuals completed the require- including the May '78 Kansas State
ments. The Rocking Squares Handi- Square Dance Convention in Topeka.
Capable Square Dance club notified They received a ten minute standing
us that they had 100% participation, ovation. They also performed at two
all seventeen members. An individual Wichita area Square Dance Festivals.
This is a tribute to the individual
or another club sponsored each
dancer for the award and patch. We dancers, their parents, or care givers
of The Rocking Squares
Handi-capable Square
Dancer Club, originating
caller Katie Sollers and
Dave and Marcie Myers,
present caller and teacher.
The participation of these
dancers has enriched
Wichita Area Square
Dancing and square dancEleven dancers at a special club dance at the Rocking ing in general.
Squares Handi-capable Square Dance Club in
Dave & Charlotte Stone
Wichita, Kansas on November 20, 1997.
Wichita, Kansas

People /Events
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Virginia State
Convention

be outstanding individuals in volunteering their time, talent and energy to
the square and round dance activity.
Ms. Tommie Faulkner of Newport
News received the Monticello Dancer
Award and Carroll and Ellen Dickenson
of Broadway received the Cardinal
State Caller Award.
The VASARDA/VASCA 111° State
Convention is scheduled to be held
at the Ramada Inn, Williamsburg,
Virginia, May 20-22,1999.

The Virginia Square and Round
Dance Association and the Virginia
State Caller Association held their
Tenth State Convention at the
Ingleside Resort, Staunton, Virginia
on May 7-9, 1998.
Approximately six hundred dancers, which included thirty square
dance callers, ten round dance cuers,
three contra prompters and eight line
and country western leaders, provided
Relay For Life
twenty-seven programmed hours of
The Carolinians were the only
dancing in each of four dance halls.
Representing the northern square dance club among the more
Shenandoah Valley were: Chuck and than one hundred teams representing
Polly Crim, caller for the "Over various organizations which particiFifties" and the Shenandoah pated in the 5th Annual Greensboro
Stompers; Rich and Lou Steadman, North Carolina Relay For Life, May 15caller and cuer for the Martinsburg 16 sponsored by the American Cancer
"Panhandlers"; Butch Adams, caller Society. Approximately a dozen club
for the Tuesday night advance work- members each walked around the
shop group; and Butch and Peggy quarter-mile track at Page High School
Bloxom, cuers and line dance leaders several times during the 24-hour
for the "Bloxom's Bunch." Members period from 12 noon May 15 to 12 noon
of the Rivermont Ramblers, Blue the following day.
Purpose of the Relay, a nationwide
Ridge Twirlers and Apple Valley
event, is to raise funds to support
Squares were also in attendance.
At the caller's meeting, following cancer education and research through
donations, individual and corporate,
the convention, two meritorious awards were presented. Based upon the
consensus of six previous
winners, nominations and
evaluations were made for
the presentation of the
Monticello Award to the
dancer or dance couple
and Cardinal State Award
Honored on January 29, 1998 were John & Irma
to the caller, prompter,
Lange,
Wey Walker, Godfrey Sjostrom, Lois Roe Mascuer, or leader and spouse,
ters, Bill Randolph, Vee Reno and Cliff LaBar.
who were determined to
American Square Dance, August 1998
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pants, two squares of
dancers from the Carolinians and Single
Squares,
another
Greensboro
club,
danced several tips led
by Single Squares caller
Paul Kubler. Carolinians' caller Cleo Barker
was one of the Relay
participants. All club
Several participants in the Relay Fbr Life are shown
members who particiwalking around the track at a local high school. The
pated agreed that it was
white bags on the edge of the track are luminaries
placed there to recognize cancer victims and survivors. a worthwhile and spiritually rewarding expesale of raffle tickets, yard sales, etc. rience. Total revenue raised by all
The Carolinians raised $1282, with Relay teams exceeded $160,000.
$300 of that amount coming from
Al Stewart
proceeds of a yard sale of items
Greensboro, North Carolina
contributed by club members one
week prior to the Relay. Club member
Elected to URDC's
Al Smith won $100 in cash as the
Board
of Director's
winner of the raffle ticket drawing.
Elected to the Universal Round
The club received $160 from
individuals who wished to recognize Dance Council's Board of Director's
friends and/or family members who are Joan & Ralph ColBpi. They are
have had cancer by placing a now on the boards of ROUNDALAB,
luminary beside the track. More URDC and ACCORD. ROUNDALAB
than one thousand luminaries, each has accredited them as the forth
teachers/coaches team.
with the name of a cancer victim or
(Editors Note: Any more boards
survivor, lined both sides and ends
and they could build a hall.)
of the track. Two club members Joan & Ralph Collipi
Ruth Frye and Becky Mothershead Salem, New Hampshire
are cancer survivors whose names
appeared on several luminaries.
Ruth, the club president, served as
New Mexico Square
team captain. Margaret Stewart,
and Round
another club member, served as
Dance
Association
captain of the Massachusetts MuEach year the New Mexico Square
tual Insurance Company team, whose and Round Dance Association pretent was in the space adjoining the sents a Hall of Fame Award to an
Carolinian's tent.
individual or individuals who have
As part of the Friday night given of themselves to square and
entertainment for Relay partici- round dancing in New Mexico.
14
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This year at the New Mexico State
Festival, which was held in Ruidoso,
our round dance cuer, lead and good
friend Mike Seurer was presented
with this award. Many readers might
recognize his name. Mike has choreographed many round dances, including "Don't Be Cruel," "I Just Called
Rhumba," "Mack the Knife" and
"Quarter at a Time" which he taught
last year at the Nationals in Orlando.
In all Mike has choreographed more
than one hundred dances, many of
which have been selected as Rounds
of the Month.
Mike has just recently started
writing round dances for Rawhide
Records. Mike is also a square dance
caller. Mike also teaches line dancing
to both adults and children. He
enjoys working with children during
the summer and he can often be
found teaching line dancing at the
Yucca Recreation Center during its
Summer Program.
In addition to teaching line dancing he also writes line dances and
hopes to publish a book in the near
future. When Mike isn't teaching
round dancing or line dancing, he
teaches kindergarten at Trinity Day
School. Mike is a very busy person and
is very dedicated to the promotion of
square and round dancing.
Round Mils Round Dance Club
Roswell, New Merle°

Tornado Hits Home
Of Florida
Square Dancer
Ed Tabor of St. Cloud, Florida lived
through several hurricanes when he
lived up North, so a couple of months
American Square Dance, August 1998

Mexico's Square and Round Dance
Hall of Rime recipient, Mike Seurer
receiving the award from Hall of Rune
member Evolyn Terpening.

New

ago when he heard the sound of a huge
train heading his way- he knew he was
in serious trouble.
An older gentleman living alone, Ed
had the good sense to crawl under
something for protection. But, the only
thing he could find was the pillows of
his sofa. Then the tornado hit! It took
the roof off his trailer home, grabbed
almost everything else it could reach,
even sucking the windows from his car.
Except for some minor cuts and
bruises, Ed was unharmed, badly
shaken - but alive.
Ed has to get his life back together.
Where to live, what to do, where to go?
Insurance only offered him $15,000
toward replacing his home. What can
he buy with that amount of money?
The Southeast Florida Callers
Association, the Southeast Florida
Square & Round Dancers Association
and the West Coast Dancers Association heard about Ed, and although not
a member, they immediately dug into
their disaster funds and sent him
money. He received more than $1,000
15

Wagon Wheel Square Dance
Club of St. Cloud. Several
members of these two clubs,
with thanksgiving in their
hearts, have anonymously sent
money to Ed to assist him.
It's wonderful when we
hear of square dancers helping other square dancers in
their time of need, without
Tar Heel callers and their spouses who the atgiving thought to anything
tended the 25°' CALLERLAB Convention. L to R,
Front row: Ed & Carolyn Raybuck, Richard &
other than "He is a square
Rubena Silver, Chris & Chuck Hicks; Second Row dancer and he needs our
Cleo Barker & Paul Walker, Third row: Hoyle
assistance." So with that in
Grose, Jean Morrow Gary Mondays wife; Back
mind, now we all know the
row: Jody Grose, Curtis Morrow and Gary Monday.
true meaning of being a
square dancer!
from the three associations along with
If you wish to donate to the Ed
a few private donations. Every area of Tabor Fund, send your check to Betty
the state has been heard from except Lee Talmadge, 8827 Megan Lane,
Central, but we know their assistance Orlando, Florida 32836 and she will see
will arrive soon.
that it gets to Ed immediately. A great
The money was presented to Ed at big "Thank You" to everyone who has
the Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club's opened their hearts to another square
April dance. Betty Lee and Bill dancer's dilemma.
Talmadge spearheaded the campaign
Betty Lee and Bill Talmadge
to get him some help. When presenting
Orlando, Florida
the checks, Betty Lee said
"Square Dancers are part of one
big family and our goal in life is
to help one another in their time
of need. Now through the
generosity of others, Ed can
start replacing some of the items
that are so necessary to existing
in his day to day living."
Ed is a member of "Buckles &
Bows" of Kissimmee. Their
caller's Jean & Don Gaskins and Members of the N. Carolina Piedmont Callers &
Cuers Association who attended the 25th CALLtheir club members have been
ERLAB Convention, April 5-8 are shown above.
making all types of donations to L to R, Carolyn & Ed Raytuck of Advance, Jean
Ed, every week at every dance.
& Curtis Morrow of Lexington and Chris &
He also dances at the Young & Chuck Hicks of High Point. Ed Raybuck is both a
Restless of Kissimmee and the
caller and cuer, and Chris Hicks is a cuer.
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Bill & Dorothy Ellingsons from Boots &
Bows of Torrance, California getting
ready to march.

Torrance Boots & Bows Donna
Webb & Rosemary Walters getting
ready to march.

California Square
Dance Convention

Convention's Marching Band marched
on Friday night to California, Here We
Come. If you missed it, keep your eyes
open because they will be performing
numerous times in the next few years.
Kern and Barbara Freeman
Torrance, California lb

The California Square Dance Convention in April, 1998 was held in Palm
Springs this year and was enjoyed by
all dancers. In case you missed it, the
50' National Square Dance
•
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Let Conventions, Festivals and Clubs
know you travel and
that you are available to call or cue.
Price - only $20 per month.
Ad will include photo
and how to reach you.
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND
DANCE MUSIC BY
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION

* BRAND NEW
ESP - 920 HONEY DO
ESP - 1029 I JUST WANNA DANCE WITH YOU
ESP - 1028 I'M FROM THE COUNTRY
ESP - 1027 IF I NEVER STOP LOVIN YOU

by Steve
by Elmer
by Elmer
by Elmer

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
OF ESP/JP RECORDS
SUPREME AUDIO INC/ASTEC RECORDS
1-800-445-7398

r.
JP/ESP - 811
JP/ESP - 7008
JP/ESP - 810

JUST ANOTHER POLKA
DO THAT TO ME ONE
MORE TIME
OL COUNTRY

by Jerry
by Bib
by Jerry

ra

Produced by ESP • 2213 S. Adams, Tallahassee, Florida 32301
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SPOTLIGHT
DICK AND
SIDELL
Dick and Dorothy Side11 have been
the backbone of square and round
dancing here in southeast Idaho and
northern Utah for more than forty
years. Dorothy is a member of
ROUNDALAB and a long time subscriber to American Square Dance
Magazine, often quoting from it and
promoting it at dances. She is truly one
of the most kind and gracious ladies
ever! She and Dick have infinite
patience in teaching newcomers. Dorothy is considered the best cuer in
Idaho and cues also in northern Utah.
They are beginning to slow down a bit
and are often mentioning the dreaded
(to us) "retirement" word. In addition
to raising their family, Dorothy worked
for several years as secretary for an
elementary school where she had
many youngsters to "mother." Dick
retired from the railroad several years
ago. He is very active in Masonic
volunteer work and spends many
hours dressed in a "clown" suit
entertaining children. They have a
beautiful yard full of flowers and a nice
vegetable garden. Dick enjoys deer,
elk, and moose and bird hunting with
his two favorite hunting dogs. Fishing
is also a favorite pastime of his.
They started square dancing with
Lloyd and Elaine Sullivan at the 100F
Hall on Main Street in the 1950's. The
name of the club was the Three Links.
Dorothy became the cuer and instructor for the Merry-Go-Rounders, a
American Square Dance. August 1998

Dick and Dorothy have taught square
dancing for a quarter of a century.
round dance club in the early 1970's.
The Choo Choos and Merry-GoRounders joined together in 1974.
Dorothy has been the first and only
round dance cuer for the Choo Choo
Square Dancers with her husband,
Dick, by her side. Together they have
taught more than one thousand
dances. The first dance they taught
was "Please Release Me."
They taught round dancing at Lincoln
School, later moving to the Armory and
then back to Lincoln School. They have
also taught at the Edd Bailey Hall, the
Eagles Hall and for the Pocatello Area
Square and Round Association and the
facility on Booth Road.
Dorothy is from New York City and
Dick is from Indiana. Their children
are Susan (Jerry) Herter and Red
(Susan) Side11 from Pocatello, Mary
James from Salt Lake City, Carol
(Mike) Johnson from Meridian, and
Maggie Sidell from San Francisco.
Dorothy says, "I think the best
memories we have are the friends we
have made throughout the years."
Ken & Phyllis Perry
Pocatello, Idaho qh
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- THE COUNTRY LINE by jim and jean cholmondeley

SUMMER IS IN FULL SWING

S

ummer is in full swing and the kids are looking for something to do. We have
suggested, in the past, that this would be a great time to hold line dance
classes for them. Well the fruits of our labor are starting to ripen. We have
had reports of a greater influx of kids at the family nights at the dance halls. We
think this is great because it insures the future of CW dancing.
We now need some of our instructors to go into the inter-city and teach there.
This is where the kids really need an activity that will permit them to work off
energy and learn something new. It should be a natural for them. If anyone has
any experience with this, drop us a line at the magazine and we will publish your
ideas or experiences.
Enjoy this month's dance.
COUNTRY EXPRESS
Author Unknown
Description:
Count/Steps:
Teaching Music:
Dancing Music:

4 Wall Line Dance
Difficulty: Beginning / Intermediate
32 Counts / 32 Steps
BPM: 132
Why Haven't I Heard From You - Reba McEntire
Paris Tennessee - Kenny Chesney

COUNT / STEP DESCRIPTION
HEEL SWIVELS, STEP, HITCH
1. Swivel to Left on LEFT heel and
ball of RIGHT
2. Return to center
3. Swivel to Left on LEFT heel and
ball of RIGHT
4. Return to center
5. Swivel both heels to the Left
6. Return to center
7. Step forward on RIGHT
8. Hitch LEFT knee up
BACK, HITCH, FORWARD, HITCH
BACK, TOUCH, HEEL, HOME
1. Step back on LEFT
20

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Touch toes of RIGHT
Back Step forward on RIGHT
Hitch LEFT knee Up
Step Back on Left
Touch RIGHT next to Left
Touch RIGHT heel forward
Step RIGHT next to Left

HEEL, HOME, FRONT, SIDE
BEHIND, SIDE, WRAP, HITCH
1. Touch LEFT heel forward
2. Step LEFT next to Right
3. Touch toes of RIGHT forward
4. Touch toes of RIGHT to Right side
5. Touch toes of RIGHT behind Left
foot
American Square Dance. August 1998

Square Dance
in Branson
We arrange everything for
you and your group to
visit Branson, Missouri
1-sAte. fi,r

Bring your Group for
• Good Shows
• Good Dancing
• Good Food
• Good Lodging
JJSDC, Inc.
12610 Lusher Rd.
Florissant, MO 63033-5127
Tel: 800-333-7349
6. Touch toes of RIGHT to Right
side
7. Bring RIGHT foot up behind Left
knee
8. Pivot 1/4 turn left on ball of LEFT
FORWARD, SLIDE, BACK, SLIDE
BACK, SLIDE, FORWARD, SLIDE
1. Step forward on RIGHT toward
10 o'clock

Group Leaders call
for incentive plan.
3-6 Day Tours
Call NOW for 98 prices.
Branson, MO, the
Live Entertainment
Capital of the World.
2. Slide LEFT next to Right
3. Step back on LEFT toward
7 o'clock
4. Slide RIGHT next to Left
5. Step back on RIGHT toward
4 o'clock
6. Slide LEVI' next to Right
7. Step forward on LEFT toward
11 o'clock
8. Slide RIGHT next to Left Fe

Please Note That We Have Moved
American Square Dance
PO Box 777
N Scituate, RI 02857

NEW
E-Mail Address

(401) 647-9688 - (401) 647-3227 fax - ASDMAG@loa.com
August office hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM EST
American Square Dance, August 199X
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How To Have Successful Demo's
by Eddie Powell

First, the question must be asked,
"Why are you having the demo?" Most
respond that they are trying to
encourage "not yet dancers" (in our
view everyone is a dancer, some just
"not yet") to attend classes and
become members of their club to
sustain their club and the activity.
While this may well be your
objective, the not so obvious question
must be asked, "What would it take to
get a 'not yet dancer' to become
involved and actively participate on a
regular basis?" Ask them. We did and
found that there are many responses. In
general, they want fun, health/exercise,
family activity, social interaction or to
learn something new. They typically
are not looking for commitments, time
pressures, something not fun or settings where they don't feel they can
relate to the people or situation.
Demos provide a hands-on look at the
square dance activity to "not yet
dancers" in a local area. To stimulate
interest in attending and watching the
demo, some common ground has to be
extended to the viewing audience
(relate). For example, given the recent
popularity of country western line
dancing, include some easy ones with
quick simple teaches within your demo.
You may even choose to lead off with
lines to generate a crowd then incorporate the square dancing once you have
them interested in watching or even, on
the floor dancing (on the floor relating).
Bear in mind, being relatable is
very important. You achieve this with
your choice of dances, your attire and
evidencing a variety of age groups on
the floor. With regards to attire, some
22

should wear western, some casual,
some country western and others
should be dressed in street clothes,
illustrating that all can participate. A
variety in ages represented on the floor
relates to that same issue.
Encourage family participation. Encourage learning new things and
keeping their minds fresh and thinking.
Point out the healthy, low impact
aerobic benefits of the activity. Mention
the recreational and social interaction
merits of the activity— both from the
mike and one-on-one as you mingle with
the crowd. All representatives of the
activity, participating in your demo,
should be well aware of these points
and be able to promptly include them in
conversation as they identify the
potential dancer's area(s) of interest.
Try to capture the name, address, and
phone numbers of the interested
members of your audience by doing a
drawing for a free three week series of
lessons (three weeks or shorter must be
used to emphasize little commitment
and lack of time pressures - additional
weeks may be mentioned once they
attend their second lesson but only in
series of five weeks).
Use the information collected to
generate a Hot List of prospects for
your classes, provide information and a
phone call prior to lessons. Should they
not attend a lesson, call and follow up,
re-inviting them. If they cannot attend
your lessons, pass their name on to
another club/caller to get them in the
activity on a different night, location,
etc. There is no reason to ever lose or
discard a Hot List prospect!
In the past, square dancing has
American Square Dance, August 1998

PROTECT YOUR
INVESTMENT

FULLY
PADDED
CARRYING CASES
From
Yak Stack
THE YAK CASE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE YEARS OF PROTECTION
IT IS A FULL PADDED CASE WITH A DOUBLE ZIPPER CLOSURE
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
YAK STACK
HALF YAK
DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR JR

$90.00
$70.00
$80.00
$60.00

Please Add $6.00 Shipping per item ordered
(Overseas Shipping Extra)
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER,
Call: (860) 647-7530 FAX: (860) 870-4546
or write: YAK STACK PO. Box 361, Tolland, CT 06084-0361

1621.1

AA AAAA
typically been one sided in providing
information but never collecting/asking
for any from our targeted consumers. A
correct marketing experience allows for
communication from both parties. We
provide a handout and verbal information while providing them a visual,
hands-on dance experience. We ask
them for their name, address, phone,
and other important information that
would be critical in their "buying
decision." They are actually deciding
where to spend their time and recreational dollars = that is a "purchase."
So, just as in retail or service
companies, we are selling and they are
buying (or not buying) our product or
service. If they buy, then cater to them
American Square Dance. August 1998

- they are the customer and the
customer is king. If they don't buy,
then we should discover why and make
the necessary adjustments to our
product so they will buy or we'll face
going out of business.
MAKE IT FUN - KEEP SMILING
ENCOURAGE OTHERS TO JOIN
THE FUN!
Square Dancing.
Family Fun - Family Values
Let's All Work Together For The
Growth Of The Activity!
Eddie Powell and his wife Denise
publish Cues & Tips located in
Reynoldsburg, Ohio. Eddie is a caller
and occasionally writes for ASD.
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WI THE RECORD
Recent square dance record releases with
commentary
bY

CHRIS PINKHAM
PO Box 1419
Hillsboro, NH 03244
(603) 464-5821

LABEL

TITLE

ARTIST

GMP-923
Blueberry Hill
Mike Sikorsky
Fats Domino and square dancing? You bet! Familiar melody and lyrics and the
dancers were singing right along with the tag lines. Great GMP stock. Figure:
Hds(Sds) Pass the Ocean, Extend and Recycle, Veer Left, Chain Down the
Line, Dixie Style, Boys Trade, Girls Run (Crowd In), Girls Trade, Couples
Trade, Boys Fold, Corner Swing and Promenade!
BR-296
Old Bones
Bill Donahue
Pleasant and mellow music with fiddle lead. Slightly depressing lyrics about one
of those things we just can't avoid-getting older. Yikes! Figure: Pre-Cue:
Hds(Sds) Promenadi, 1/2, Lead Right, Do Si Do to a Wave, Swing Thru, Boys
Run, Tag the Line, Ladies go Left, Boys go Right, Corner Swing and Pram.!
CR-111
Walking In My Sleep
B and M Worley
This one's a zinger - rhythmically active with a quick picking banjo and guitar.
Excellent material for harmonizing duets here. If you smell something burning
after this tune-it's probably shoe leather! Consider using this one for a hoedown
as well. Figure: Hds (Sds): Promenade 1/2, Pass thru, Partner Trade, Square
thru 4, R&L This, Swing Thru 2X, Corner Swing and Promenade!
CMGR-305
Once Is A Tease (Lemon Tree)
Don Ward
A 33 1/3 RPM contra with calls and cues faMiliar to square dancers. Lively music
that you want to move to. Callers with an interest in prompting contras should
give this a listen. Try it and sharpen up your timing skills!
Be My Baby Tonight
W Dyer and K Jarvis
DR-82
From a great country/rock hit from 1994, this one will keep your dancers moving!
Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Swing Thru, Spin The Top, R&L
Thru, Square Thru 3, Corner Swing and Promenade!
Come Monday
GMP-922
Jerry Jestin
The second and also fine version of Jimmy Buffet's tune. Give them both a listen
and pick one! Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Touch 1/4, Split Circulate,
Boys Run, Reverse Flutterwheel, Pass the Ocean, Swing Thru, Boys Trade,
Corner Swing & Promenade!
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DR-30
Mr. Sandman
Bill Reynolds
A re-release from PMDOU, but still one of my favorites. The music captures that
dreamy quality that makes this tune work. Use this song for Christmas too (Mr.
Santa, Bring Me Some Toys). Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Touch
1/4, Walk & Dodge, Partner Trade, R&L Thru, Flutterwheel, Slide Thru,
Corner Swing and Promenade!
CK-132
Once In A While
Ken Bower
Nice mellow number for that relaxing point in your dance. Violins in the
background make for some very pleasant music. Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru
4, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Ferriswheel, Centers Pass Thru, Make a RH Starturn it once, Girls Turn Back, Corner Swing and Promenade!
PR-1006
Today I Started Loving You Again
Renny Mann
Mellow, relaxing and quaint - background vocals cut in on the instrumental
side. Round dance cues included. Figure: Breaks start with a Grand Square,
then to Teacup Chain Then. Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Swing Thru, Boys
Run, 1/2 Tag, Scoot Back, Boys Run, Star Ant, Square Thru 3, Corner
Swing and Promenade!
HD-132
Kind Of Hush
Jim Logan
For the second time in two months, another producer is offeringthis tune from the
60's group Herman's Hermits. A little different in presentation and intent, this
makes for a mellow little number and a choice if you have a label preference.
Listen for that key change. Figure: Hds(Sds) Promenade 1/2, R&L Thru,
Flutterwheel, Sweep 1/4, Pass Thru, Touch 1/4, Scoot Back 2X, Corner
Swing & Promenade!
HH-5219
Daddy's Hands
Kip Garvey
From a reminiscent country tune from several years ago. Good stock for female
callers (seems that's where the intent was) with an identifiable melody with a
spiritual feel. Figure: Hds(Sds) Lead Right, Veer Left, Couples Circulate,
Chain Down the Line, Pass Thru, Wheel & Deal, Centers Pass Thru, R&L Thru,
Square Thru 3, Corner Swing & Promenade!
AS-104
The Will To Love
Walt Burr
I like this one-rhythmically active with electric and acoustical guitar leads.
Excellent piece for harmonized duets. Figure; Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si
Do, Swing Thru, Boys Run, 1/2 Tag, Walk&Dodge, Partner Trade, Pass the
Ocean, Recycle, Corner Swing & Promenade!
R13-3075
I Just Want To Dance With You
Lowell Young
This is the first of two versions of the same song this month by two different
producers. Not great timing, but this gives the callers on the spot choices
depending on label preferences. From George Strait's fine, sentimental country
hit. Pleasant and easy on the ears. Figure: Hds (Sds) Square Thru 4, Single
Circle to a Wave, Boys Trade, Boys Run, Bend the Line, R&L Thru,
Flutterwheel, Slide Thru, Swing Corner & Promenade!
American Square Dance, August 1998
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We're From The Country
CARD-38
Mike Huddleson
I grew up in the country, but this tune reminded me of when I spent ten years in
a city, I never even knew the names of the people across the street. After being
back in the country for another ten years, I know half the town! Solid percussion
and background guitars. Let's pick the hayseeds out of our overalls and hair and
head on over to the hoedown-just remember your soft-soled shoes! Figure:
Hds(Sds) Promenade 1/2, Square Thru 4, Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Boys Run,
Pass the Ocean, All 8 Circulate, Corner Swing & Promenade!
Amapola
BM-191
Mac McCulktr
Identifiable Big Mac stock - a little old fashioned and quaint with fine
instrumentation. Piano and snare lead the way. Check the figure for an
interesting variation using stars. Figure: Hds (Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do,
Star Thru, Flutterwheel, Sweep 1/4 to a RH Star, Turn it once, Girls Turn
Back, Corner Swing & Promenade!
ESP-919
Come Monday
S and A Kopman
Again the first of two producers offering the same tune during the same
month. Tough choice as I enjoy both labels. Jimmy Buffet's popular tune
done up for square dancing. A nice version! Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru
4, Do Si Do, Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Boys Run, Square Thru 3, Corner
Swing & Promenade!
Never Stop Loving You
ESP-1027
Elmer Sheffield
Smooth music from ESP. A nice contemporary square dance version of the
current country hit. Kind of Caribbean feel to the music lends a relaxing attitude
to the music. Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Swing Thru, Spin the
Top, R&L Thru, Square Thru 3, Corner Swing & Promenade!
JP-7008
Do That To Me One More Time
B Harrison w/T Marriner
With that rolling easy to time dance pace - somewhere between relax and
overdrive, this is a great tune for building that peak in your dance. Check the
figure for something a little different. Callers, watch for the key change. Figure:
Hds(Sds) Promenade 1/2, Square Thru 4, RH Star, Hds (Sds) Star 1/2 across,
Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Corner Swing & Promenade!
Cheyenne
Tom Perry
HH-5211
Nice HH version of a fine country tune. Dreamy, familiar melody with a steel
guitar in the background. Give it a listen if you're looking for a relaxing piece of
music. Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Touch 1/4, Girls Run,
(Careful) Pass The Ocean, Boys Run, Tag the Line, Girls Turn Back, Swing
Corner and Promenade!
Carwash Blues
Evan Pauley
SSR-203
Adapted from the late Jim Croce's novelty pop tune. Fun Silver Sounds stock.
Zips right along-not a relaxer. Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, R&L Thru,
Swing Thru, Boys Run, Bend the Line, R&L Thru, Dixie Style, Trade the
Wave, Corner Swing & Promenade!
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BS-2444
Four Leaf Clover
Jerry Helt
This tune needs little introduction and the dancers loved this music. Cheery
Blue Star stock. It doesn't have to be Saint Patrick's Day to use this one. At
a recent June dance, folks were singing this one very enthusiastically!
Watch for that key change. Figure: Hds(Sds) Flutterwheel, Sweep 1/4,
Double Pass Thru, Cloverleaf (very appropriate!), Centers Pass Thru,
Allemande Left, Grand Right & Left, Go Two Hands, Pass the Third,
Swing the Next and Promenade!
ESP-1029
I Just Want To Dance With You
Elmer Sheffield
The second version of that fine George Strait tune. Excellent instrumentation. If
you like ESP tunes, this version's for you! Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do
Si Do, Touch 1/4, Split Circulate, Hinge, Fan the Top, R&L Thru, Square
Thru 3, Corner Promenade!
BS-2446
Look For The Silver Lining
Johnnie Wykoff
Happy and bouncy with that "Don't Worry - Be Happy" attitude and message. A
relaxing and fun piece of music with a little steel drum lead for effect. Figure: 4
Ladies Chain 3/4,1/2 Square Thee, Make a Wave, Swing Thru, Boys Run, 3/4
Tag The Line, Boys Spin The Tap, Girls Cloverleaf, Boys Extend, Boys Run
Right, Promenade!
SR-203
Dreaming Again
Sonya Sovell
Good stock for female callers and yodelers, but keyed for those who sing in a
lower range. Harmonica and fiddle leads. Can you yodel? Good opportunities
here. Watch for the key change. Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do,
Swing Thru, Boys Run, Bend the Line, R&L Thru, Flutterwheel, Slide Thru,
Corner Swing & Promenade!
A-1006
Imagine
Jason Dean
Adapted from a controversial song by the late John Lennon with a message of
peace and brotherhood. A solid relaxer. Callers: be sure to workshop Recycle
from 1/2 Waves and possibly Ferriswheel from 1/2 Two Faced Lines prior to using
this figure at an open dance. Figure: Hds(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Swing
Thru, (Careful) Recycle, Veer to the Left, (Careful) Ferriswheel, Centers Pass
Thru, Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Corner Swing & Promenade!
See you next month! lb
Records reviewed are supplied by
Supreme AudiolHanhurst's Rape & Record Service 800-445-7398
REST
The cat's a pet who sleeps away
A goodly portion of the day
So he can prowl around and fight
When we would like to sleep at night.
Richard Wheeler
American Square Dance, August 1998
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DANCE
RECORDS

H1 -4( HAT

3

Buddy
Weaver
Erika
Johannson

Ernie
Kinney

Torn
Perry

Wayne
McDonald

KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT &
BLUE RIBBON & DJ DANCE RECORDS
Dos Ritmos singing call is available on HH 5188
Coming Soon • "it Takes Two To Tango" by Deborah

Deborah
Parnell

BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
1-1/1 5219 - "Daddy's Hands" by Kip
HH 5218 - "Release Me" by Ernie
HH 5217 - "Operator" by Erika
Tom
HH 5216 - "Pictures" by Tom Miller
Miller
ELK 041 - "I Just Want To Dance With You" (Sing-a-long) by Kip
ELK 037 - "I Really Don't Want To Know" (Phase II Rd) by Ed & Esther Haynack

Bobby
Lepard

RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS

Kip
Garvey

RH 5216 - "Pictures" by Tom Miller
HH 5215 - "Dream A Little Dream" by Kip
H1-15214 - "Shadows in the Moonlight" by Deborah
HH 5213 - "After The Lovin" by Buddy
HH 5212 - "Over And Over Again" by Wayne
ELK 040 - "Can You Hear Those Pioneers" (Sing-a-long) by Iii-Hat Pioneers

You may order the HI-HAT PIONEERS cowboy tapes from the producer.

BLUE

RIBBON RECORDS

Ir•

Jason
Dean

Earl
West

Bill
Stone

David
Murray

Dave
Parker

Jerry
Biggerstaff

BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ
BR 296 - "Old Bones" by Bill Donahue
DJ 125 - "Honky Tonk Dancin' Machine" by Dan & Joe
BR 1023 - "I'd like To Do It Apin" (Rd) by Dorothy & Leonard Wheeler

RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ
Bill
Donahue

BR 295 - "Tie Your Dream To Mine" by Jerry Biggerstaff
BR 1022 - "You Belong To My Heart" (Round) by Bob & Linda Berka
DJ 124 - "Put On A Happy Face" by Joe

Jerry
Gulledge

PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES - 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE RD., FRESNO CA 93726-7437,
PHONE: (209) 227-2764 FAX: (209) 224-1463
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Dancing Contra
with Don Ward
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Ann Fallon contributes this month's dance, "Bluemont Revisited," a revision
of Bluemont Reel and makes an ideal dance for newer dancers.
Ann is a traditional contra caller from Annapolis, Maryland, and is a
popular caller along the East Coast from New York to Virginia. She has been
calling since 1990. Ann and her husband, John Wells, are also dance
organizers in the Annapolis area. I welcome Ann to this column and look
forward to more of her contributions.
The formation for the dance consists of two lines of dancers facing each
other in an alternate-duple formation. At the top of the set is a couple, with
partners opposite each other. The man is on the callers left the lady on the
callers right. Genders alternate along each line.
Al; LONG LINES FORWARD (4) AND BACK (4) NEIGHBOR SWING (8)
End the swing, with the lady on the mans right, facing across to the
opposite line
A2; With the opposite couple CIRCLE LEFT 3/4 (8) PARTNER SWING (8)
End the swing with the lady on the mans right, facing down the set.
You can make lines of four by joining hands.
B1; PROMENADE IN 4's DOWN SET (4) WHEEL AS COUPLE (4)
PROMENADE UP SET (4) BEND LINE (4) Face across to the opposite line
B2; CIRCLE LEFT *-1- (8). LADIES CHAIN ACROSS (8)
This completes the dance and
repeats with long lines going forward
& back. When couples reach the end of
either line, they must do a California
Twirl or Partner Trade to re-enter the
dance along the opposite line.
*Should newer or slower dancers
have trouble with the circle left,
substitute a long lines forward & back.
Among my current square dance
recordings "Count On Me" Red Boot
Star #1305 makes for a very comfortable dance when slowed down to
about 128 RPM. %
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KIRKWOOD LODGE 1998 SEASON
GREAT DANCING - RIGHT ON BEAUTIFUL LAKE OF THE OZARKS IN
OSAGE BEACH, MISSOURI
GREAT FOOD
GREAT AFTERPARTIES & SKITS
GREAT SHOPPING - OUR OWN GIFT
SHOP OR I /2 MILE TO THE
LARGEST OUTLET MALL IN MISSOURI

CALL: 1-800-295-2794
or write: PO Box 37, Osage Beach, MO 65065
to make reservations or for more information

FALL SQUARE & ROUND DANCING
Fl - AUGUST 23 - AUGUST 28
Bob Baler, Jerry Junck, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jerry & Bea Leavelle
Fl - AUGUST 28 - 30
Alan Schultz & Vic Perry

(PLUS)

(MAINSTREAM WEEKEND)

F2 - AUGUST 30 - SEPTEMBER 4
Tony Oxendine, .ferry Story, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jerry & Barbara Pierce

(DF1D PLUS)

F3 - SEPTEMBER 6 - SEPTEMBER 11
Larry Letson, Randy Dougherty, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Charlie & Bettye Procter

(PLUS)

F4 - SEPTEMBER 13 - SEPTEMBER 18
Frank Lane, Jerry Haag, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Bill & Martha Buck

(PLUS)

F5 - SEPTEMBER 20 - SEPTEMBER 25
(ROUND LEVELS 3, 4 & INTRO TO 5)
Charlie & Bettye Procter and Jack & Darlene Chaffee
F6 - SEPTEMBER 27 - OCTOBER 2
Jerry Haag, Ken Bower, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jack & Darlene Chaffee

(PLUS)

F7 - OCTOBER 4 - OCTOBER 9
(ROUND LEVELS 3, 4, 5 & A TOUCH OF 6)
Jerry & Barbara Pierce and Charles & Annie Brownrigg
F8 - OCTOBER II - 16
Ken Bower, Melton Luttrell, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Rod & Susan Anderson
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In Memory of

Lill and
Harold
I

CIL

CI

Ca

We are so sad over the death of our
square and round dance leaders. They
have given so much time to the world of
square dancing. Lil passed away
February 9, 1998 and Harold passed
away April 2, 1998.
Harold started calling in 1955
when he and Lill organized Harolds
Squares Square Dance Club. In the
spring of 1956 had the Mid State
Square and Round Dance Festival.
In the fall they started the Labor Day
Nite Owl Dance from 9:00 PM to 5:00
AM with 23 squares. The year 1956,
was also the year they patented the
Nite Owl Badge and Grasshopper
Badge. They also helped to start
clubs in Shelby, Albion, Norfolk,
Leigh, Surprise, Omaha, and Fremont. Some are no longer dancing.
They managed to fill the halls for
many years, giving lessons each year
for the clubs.
Harold was a nationally known
caller who attended many National
Square and Round Dance Conventions. He also belonged to CALLER-

LAB and made many records. Harold
had a Caller's College in Fremont for
many years, and a Round Dance Club.
Harold also wrote articles for American Square Dance Magazine monthly.
They enjoyed going to schools to teach
basics and the fun of square dancing
to children. They had a wonderful
family of five children. Lill and Harold
celebrated their 50a Wedding Anniversary on April 3, 1994 with a square
dance in Fremont. They have certainly touched many lives over these
years. We are grateful for all the time
and work they did for square and
round dancing.
This is truly the end of a Golden
Era. They will be missed by all.
Helen Reeder/Cheryl Hanke
Harold Squares
Columbus, Nebraska ib

Send Memorial Gifts to
CALLERLAB
C/O Laurel Eddy Moseley
Suite 285, 829 3rd Avenue SE
Rochester, MN 55904
Please include names and addresses of both the donor and the recipient
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Bob Howell

From Oshkosh, Wisconsin, Dennis and Karlene Leatherman continue sharing
their vast collection of Solo/Line dances with me. Following is one that I have
been using with great success since they gave me an updated collection at
CALLERLAB last spring. This one is called—

COWBOY BOOGIE
Formation: Solo, no partners necessary
Music: Love Put A Song In My Heart
Routine:
Counts:
1 - 4 Vine Right, Hitch (Step to side with right foot, step behind with
left foot, step to side with right foot, lift left knee.)
5 - 8 Vine Left, Hitch (Step to side with left foot, step behind with
right foot, step to side with left foot, lift right knee.)
9 - 12 Step, Hitch, Step, Hitch (Step forward on right foot, lift left
knee, step forward on left foot, lift right knee.)
13 - 16 Back Three Steps, Hitch (Step backward with right foot,
step backward with left foot, step backward with right foot,
lift left knee.)
17 - 20 Two Hip Wiggles Left, Two Hip Wiggles Right (Step down onto
left foot placing weight on both feet. Bump hips twice to the
left, then bump twice to the right.)
21 - 24 Scoop Down, Turn Left, Raise Up, Hitch Right (By bending knees
lower upper body about 6 inches to a crouched position, turn left
one quarter on the balls of both feet, raise body back to normal
dance position, lift right knee.)
Repeat beats 1 - 24 until music ends
It may seem a hard thing for a man to say
that he is right and all the world is wrong;
but, if It be so, how can he help it?
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GRENN, INC.
Latest ROUND DANCE
GR 14238 LOVE IN SPRINGTIME F'-2 Waltz by Ted & Luella Floden
New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records:
GR 14222 RAGTIME CHARLESTON P-2 Two-Step
by Delores & Sam Procopio
GR 14303 SO MUCH HASSEL F'-3 Foxtrot
by Ernie & Loraine Cousins
GR 15016 ME AND YOU P-2 Two-Step by Bill & Barbara Harris
(music is "Moonlight Saving Time")

BATH, OH 44210

P.O. BOX 216

Stew Shacktette of Brandenburg, Kentucky, wrote this catchy couple's mixer
and dedicated it to his new wife Kathie. He named it—

KATHIE'S DELIGHT
Formation: Partners in double circle facing counterclockwise
Music: Suggested tune "Military Two-Step," Jim Macleaoud CD
"Hogmanay Party" or any seasonal 32 bar tune
Routine:
1 - 4 WALK, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; (FACE PARTNER) Walk forward eight
steps starting gents L and ladies R, end facing partner.
5 - 8 BACK AWAY, 2, 3, 4; FORWARD, 2, 3, 4; Gents back towards
center, ladies toward wall, gents start L ladies R; walk forward
2, 3, 4, end facing partner.
9 -12 CLAP, RIGHT, CLAP, LEFT, CLAP, CLAP, STAMP, STAMP, STAMP;
Clap your own hands, clap right with partner, clap own, clap left
with partner, clap own two times, stamp feet three quick times;
13 - 16 RIGHT ARM TURN ONCE AROUND; MOVE UP; Turn partner by
the right in a star, gents move up to a new partner;
REPEAT FROM THE BEGINNING
Here is a really easy pattern that Allen Brozek of Oxford, Connecticut, put out
over the internet a few months ago. Use it with an appropriate summer tune like,
"Those Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days of Summer":
Heads forward and back
Pass through go around two to a line of four
All forward and back
Ends dosido partner
American Square Dance, August 1998
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CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel - Ideal for Gift or Presentation
,ALCIEL1.13.33
(Um., 1144

act"
NI - 5/8" x 3" - $15.50

_:MS
(E.11 44

We Also Make Club, Name And
Fun Badges, Bars And Dangles.

- 2 341" x 3 3/4" - $19.50

:swmi
002 - 2" x .3" - 17.50

Prices include shipping.
Available through many local Square
Dance and Western stores or you may
order directly from us.

Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome
for additional information call or write

CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem, OR 97303
1-800-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada), Phone or FAX (503) 371-1862

Allemande left with corner*
Swing partner
Promenade with partner
*Or, Balance and swing corner (instead of allemande left, swing partner.)
Our contra for this month relates easily with the pasttime of relaxing and
blowing bubbles. In going through my older card file, I found this routine that I
either wrote, researched from, or in some way thought that I had recorded and
had named it—

BUBBLES CONTRA
Formation: Alternate duple, 1, 3, 5 active and crossed over. •
Music: I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Top 25345
Routine:
Al Actives dosado in the center
Left arm turn corner, put her on your right
A2 Half promenade across the set
Same two right and left thru
BI Put your left hand in, make a left hand star
Change hands, come back by the right. (The men flare out and
do a reverse loop upon reaching their appropriate side).
B2 Two ladies chain
Chain back again
Note: In the June issue of ASD, the directions for "THE REEL McQUAIDES"
contra should have read:
Al Actives dosado (8 counts)
With your corner, allemande left and a little bit more
0/W (8 counts).
Hope this clarifies the confusion that some folks questioned. Sorry.

it,
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Rhyme
Time
THE TEST
I've reached the age of seventy plus.
Don't raise your eyebrows or make
a big fuss.
That surely applies to you and me.
Ten years later and now I'm eighty,
A little less spry, a little more weighty
Every day I say to myself:
"Smarten up, or you'll end up on the shelf."
Another five years, now I'm eighty-five,
Counting my blessings for being alive.

Doing my best to help all folk,
Maybe tell an occasional joke.
Teaching new dances and writing a few,
Doing less homework - so - What else
is new?
The moral is, don't count the years.
Laugh with each other.
You'll shed less tears.
Enjoying each day and doing your best,
Hoping, at life's end, you've passed
the test.
By "Sam" (Gladys) Appleton

If you have a special poem that you would like to share, please send it
along with your name and address.

4-Bar-B
E-3BB

I
en MY
WM 445 9:511

4 -BAR-B

Records. Inc
'The Quality
Sound"

r49P9,
6189623102

Ne Guile
301 638.3041

k

Gay Manken
816-394.2667

Dann Coe
804.223-2114

coesodarcecood corr.

HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES
4B-6138 I JUST WANT TO DANCE WITH YOU - Jimmy
4B-6137 MILES & MILES OF TEXAS - Damon
4B-6136 COLORADO SKY - USA West Theme

.11rivnie 5.4rrnelln
903524, 2502

Four Bar B Records, Box 7-11
Macks Creek, MO 65786
(573) 363-5432
e-mail: audio@mail.usmo.com
International Distributor for Lloyd Shaw Foundation
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FEEDBACK
The Origins of Yellow Rock
Responding to your request in the
May issue of ASD for information on
"The Origins of Yellow Rock."
In the late 70's and early 80's I
called dances at the Yellow Rock Barn,
located in Missouri about fifteen miles
south of Kansas City. There was the
Barn and an adjacent building, both of
which were used for square and round
dances. The adjacent building was
called the Red Rock Barn.
The original owner was Slim
Beckett, a dancer. He rented the Barn
to a round dance cuer named Frank
Gilbert. Gilbert claimed he invented
the hugging and called it a "yellow
rock." Jim Falknbury, a caller, also
used the Barn and Gilbert cued for him,
so Falknbury started using "yellow
rock" also.
Slim Beckett sold the Barn to a
dancer named 011ie Scrivener sometime between 1963 and 1968. Scrivener subsequently sold the Barn to a
Dr. Chance.
011ie and his wife attended most of
my dances when I called in the area, so
I called him in researching this
information. He says that the information about Gilbert and Falknbury
mentioned above is really hearsay, and
he cannot say for sure that this is
where "yellow rock" began. Nevertheless, it is what he remembers.
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If you would like to contact 011ie
for more information, his number is
(816) 356-5118. However, I think I got
from him most everything he knows.
He could probably put you in touch
with someone else in the Kansas City
area for more information, but he
had no other names for me when I
talked to him.
The people in Kansas City believe
"yellow rock" originated at the Barn,
but there could be other origins also.
The key is probably the time line. If
other areas claim it started after 1968,
they may have gotten it via Kansas
City; if they say it started before 1960,
perhaps Kansas City got it from them.
Hope this is of some help to you.
Ed Foote
Wexford, Pennsylvania

Back in the 70's, the call "yellow
rock" was beginning to catch on
around this area. "Yellow rock" pins
with your name on began appearing.
Some members of our club even had a
huge yellow rock made of paper-macho
which went on many square dance
weekends - some of you might
remember seeing it swinging on the
flagpole at Association Island or on
top of someone's trailer at the
Yellow Lantern Campground or at
American Square Dance, August 19911

LEARN BY VIDEO
THE ORIGINAL

--k GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
SQUARE DANCE TAPES
I. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23)
2.
3.
4.
5.

BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49)
MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE
PLUS TRAINING TAPE
SINGING CALL TAPE - MS & Plus

ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES
6.A - I PARTA
7.A - 1 PART B
8.A - I DANCE TIPS
9.A - 2 PART 1
10.A - 2 PART 2

ROUND DANCE TAPES
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

TWO-STEP BASICS - No. I
TWO-STEP BASICS - No. 2
EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Routines)
PHASE III Waltz/Foxtrot
PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumha
PHASE III Tango/Jive/2 Step
PHASE IV Waltz
'tapes now
PHASE IV Foxtrot
available in
PHASE IV Cha Cha/Rhumba
PHASE IV live/West Coast Swing
PAL for
PHASE IV Paso Dohle/Quickstep
539.95 ea.
Dancing Easy Level

DANCE BY DEFINITION
24. Plus

plus shipping

HOW TO ORDER
Send a check or money order (no cash please) payable to
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
($3.50 for shipping, handling and insurance for each tape)

AMERICAN CURRENCY
(Shipping and handling $12 each tape outside the U.S.A.
$5 each tape for Canada).

Happy Hollow. Everyone had so
much fun with the "yellow rock" idea
that it sounded like a good theme to
center a dance around - thus began
the "Yellow Rock Ball," March 20,
1975, with Stan Burdick of Sandusky,
Ohio calling. It was such a huge
success and everyone had so much

GOLD STAR VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS
PO. BOX 1057
SISTERS, OR 97759
CALL TOLL FREE

(800) 87-HINGE
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

fun that it has become an annual
event. It's like "a breath of spring"
with more and more dancers wearing yellow. Stan called for the first
four years and several other callers
in recent years.
Joe & Rita Vaccaro
Fayetteville, New York RI

It's hard to extract the honey from life
without getting a few stings now and then.
American Square Dance, August 199/1
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CLUB LEADERSHIP NOTES
By

Bernie Coulthurst

Editor of Club Leadership Journal

We received the following article
from a good friend of ours, D-D Burss,
for publication in Wisconsin's square
and round dance publication, Here
'Tis. We felt that her story has
national and international significance so we are including it in our
column this month. I had tears in my
eyes as I read her article that follows:
A Great "Sight" to See
It was great to see the smiles of the
faces of the twenty-one blind people, as
well as the twenty-seven sighted angel
dancers at the Badger Home for the
Blind in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on a
Wednesday night in June 1997.
Jimmie Burss, a Milwaukee area
caller, had a one
night stand in
answer to requests
from
some of the blind
to do a "real"
square dance.
Many of the blind needed much
guidance and more help from the
angels. Jimmie's mom (the author of
this article), who has been volunteering at the home for a couple of years
doing crafts and exercises to music
classes, more or less hand picked the
angels from friends she knew and from
knowing the blind by being with them
each week. It helped to know most of
the personalities of both the angels

and the blind. Siggie Ryczek, also a
volunteer at the Badger Home for the
Blind and a good friend of D-D, helped
match the personalities. Each person
kept the same partner and squared up
in the same spot all evening.
Using about sixteen basic calls,
Jimmie completed a wonderful evening
for the sight impaired and two also
having a slight hearing problem.
Everyone followed directions very
well since the blind are accustomed to
listening well. They have to visualize
everything in their minds at all times.
The blind who participated ranged
from twenty-two to eighty-three years
old. The angels were hand picked from
about five different clubs in the
Milwaukee area.
Prior to this
session, Siggie
and D-D taught
the line dance
"Alley Cat" to some of the blind people
in this group in an exercise class. We
have taught this to Girl Scout groups
many times so we said, "Put your right
foot out" and demonstrated the action
forgetting that they could not see us.
The first question asked was, "Which
way - to the side or to the front?" We
learned quite quickly that when you
teach the blind you have to tell
directions and minimize the demon-

"Together we can
do great things!"
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Catalog
Services
"Square Dancers serving Square Dancers"

We welcome mail orders and ship worldwide.
Call for a copy of our extensive catalog!
407 Main St.
Laurel, MD 20707-4115

strating. You must give exact directions for each movement.
Jimmie had no problem and everything worked out beautifully. They
were all singing"Just Because" as they
danced it. Many of the blind said they
always wondered what it would be like
to square dance and they were very
pleased to have the chance to
experience square dancing. The people
in this group keep asking to do it again.
They enjoyed themselves so much to
actually square dance.
The blind participants felt comfortable dancing and felt they have made
new friends. Yes, square dancing is
truly friendship set to music.
After experiencing this event, we
are more convinced that with square
dancing nothing is impossible.
We sent each angel the following
thank you note:
An Eye Opener
"It was great to see you angels with
your smiles so very bright. We really
did need your help to make the square
dance right. The unsighted had so
much fun because you answered our
call for help. It's great to have your
friendship. Thanks much for being
American Square Dance, August 1998

1-800-627-0412
calycocrossing@calyco.com

their sight at the dance."
We will probably do it again. They
keep asking me, "When can we square
dance again?" Jimmie is really busy
being General Chairman of
Wisconsin's 1998 Annual Square and
Round Dance Convention which will be
held in Racine, Wisconsin in July.
After the convention is over, we
will probably do another square
dance for our new friends - the
visually impaired SQUARE DANCERS
at the Badger Home for the Blind in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Together we can do great things!
Until next month happy dancing,
and we hope to meet you in a square or
a circle some day!
For a complementary copy of
LEGACY'S Club Leadership Journal,
please call us at 715-824-3245, anytime. Our mailing address is POB 766,
PLOVER, WI, 54467-0766. Our e-mail
address is: clj@wi-net.com.
P.S.: Our congratulations go to Ed
& Pat Juaire for their induction into the
Square Dance Foundation of New
England's Hall of Fame this year. Your
contributions to the square dance
activity are really appreciated. lib
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PULSE POLL
CALLERLAB OS

EMPHASIS-CALLS

MAINSTREAM

TRADITIONAL

BASIC

None

The Wagon Wheel

Wheel & Deal

PLUS
Go Right/Left To A Wave

CONTRA

MAINSTREAM

En Zed Contra

Turn Thru

ADVANCED
Follow To A Diamond

PLUS
Crossfire

PLUS PROGRAM
(Anything) & Roll
(Anything) & Spread
3/4 Tag The Line
Acey Deucey
All 8 Spin The Top
Chase Right
Coordinate
Crossfire
Cut The Diamond
Diamond Circulate
Dixie Grand
Explode The Wave

Explode & (Anything)
(from waves only)
Extend
Flip The Diamond
Follow Your Neighbor
Grand Swing Thru
Linear Cycle
(from waves only)
Load The Boat
Peel Off

Peel The Top
Ping Pong Circulate
Relay The Deucey
Single Circle To A Wave
Spin Chain The Gears
Spin Chain And
Exchange The Gears
Teacup Chain
Track II
Trade The Wave

Not a CALLERLAB program - ASD Pulse Poll°

CALLERLAB

ROUNDALAB

Suite 285
829 - 3rd Avenue SE
Rochester, MN 55904
(507) 288-5121

4825-B Valley View
Yorba Linda, CA 92686
(714) 572-0480
(714)572-0931 Fax

AMERICAN
CALLERS ASSOC
PO Box 2406
Muscle Shols, AL 35662
(205) 383-7585

Exec. Secretary: George White Exec. Secretary: Patricia Rardin

Silver Sounds
Records

THE LATEST
SSR-I93 - KNOCK, RING & TAP by JACK O'LEARY & BRUCE McCUE
SSR-203 - CAR WASH BLUES by EVAN PAULEY

COMING SOON
GONNA WALK THAT LINE - by RED BATES
MY MELODY OF LOVE - by BRUCE WILLIAMSON
Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 229, Glastonbury, CT 06033 (860) 633-0370
Member Square and Round Dance Music Producers Association
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Recent round dance record releases with
commentary by

FRANK & PHYL LEHNERT
Paitycake Two Step - Grenn 17003
Barbara & Jim Connelly

A P-2 Two-Step to a good "Japanese
Soft Shoe" instrumental.
Two Hearts In 3/4 Time
Grenn 14294B
Hank & Jetty Walstra

Espania Cani
Dal P-6117 or Spec Press
Manabu & Reiko Imamura, from Japan

A P-6 Paso Doblc to a good Spanish
gypsy instrumental.
The Way You Look Tonight
Spec. Press

A P-2 Waltz to a good instrumental.

Iry & Betty Easterday

One Rose - Grenn 14266

A P-6 Foxtrot to a good Sinatra vocal.

Hank & Jetty Walstra

Berkley Square Foxtrot
Spec Press

An interesting P-2 Waltz to a pretty
instrumental.

Bob & Nora Slomcenski

Let's Foxtrot - Grenn 14119, 14281

A good P-4 Foxtrot to good music.

Barbara & Jim Connelly

My Man Cha - Windsor 4535

An easy going P-3 +Telemark Foxtrot
to a good instrumental.
Building a Fence - Grenn 17017
Hank & Jetty Walstra

Avery easy P-2 Two-Step to good music.
I Remember When
VR005, Decca 31882
Sam Harris

A P-4 Two-Step/Jive to a good
instrumental.
A Hundred Pounds Of Clay
Coll 630
Neva & Bill Reid

A different P-2+2 Two-Step (Fishtail,
Cucaracha) to a Gene McDaniels vocal.

Key & Phyl Stewart from Australia

A nice P-3 Cha Cha to a good
instrumental.
A Rockin Good Way 2
Mercury 812997-7, Coll 4264
Sue & Ken Pollock

A nice P-2+1 (Fishtail) Two-Step to a
good Brook Benton/Dinah Washington vocal.
Here Comes Summer - MCA 60027
Bob & Dee Voshell

A P-2 + Fishtail Two-Step to a Jerry
Keller vocal.
Dancing in the Sunshine
RCA 447-0732

Square Tango - Roper 412A

Don & Linda Hichman

John & Valerie Pinks

A P4+2 (Hover Cross Ending, Check &
Weave) Foxtrot to a pretty Gale
Garnett vocal.

An easy P-3 Argentine Tango to good
music.
American Square Dance, August 1998
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Tropic Winds RV Resort
1501 N. Loop 499 Harlingen, Texas 78550
SO•
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Vet

Full Square Dance Program
Caller: Guy Adams
Full Slate of Activities Including:

(800) 458-6086
Privately Owned

Horseshoes
Shuffleboard
Hot Tub
Exercise Area

Tennis
Swimming
Volleyball
Putt-Putt Golf

Sixteen Tons - Coll 6300
Annette & Frank Woodruff
A little different P-5+2 Up Jive to a
good Ernie Ford vocal.

Walking with Mr Lee - Coll 1485
Bob & Jackie Scott
A P-4 Jive to a lively Lee Alen &
Band music.

Be-Bop Baby - Coll 06125
Chuck & Shirley Hurst
A good fun type P-2+ Fishtail TwoStep to a good Ricky Nelson vocal.

A Heart of Stone - Coll 3614
Billy & Mimi Gabler
A P-2+ Whaletail Two-Step to an Otis
Williams vocal.

Pink Panther - RCA 447-0739
Craig Pierson
A P-4+2 (Whip Trn, Nat Hover Cross)
Two-Step, Jive, Foxtrot to the Show
Tune. Part A is the same as "Pop Goes
the Movies".

Misty Moonlight - Coll 3388
John & Nonna Becker
A good P-4 Rumba to a good Jerry
Wallace vocal.

Sweet Miss Behavin - Epic 34-78189
Lou & Al Krech
A P-3+1 (Pretzel Trn) Jive to a Collin
Raye vocal.
Next Teardrop - Coll 3833
Don & Linda Hichman
A comfortable P-4+2 (Triple Traveler,
Tray Cross Chasses) to a good Freddy
Fender vocal.
Today 3 - Col 13-33081
Jim & Adele Chico
A good P-3+2 (Diamond Trn,
Telemark) Waltz to a pretty new
Christy Minstrel vocal.
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Always in My Heart 3
Coll DPE1-1054
John & Dorothy Szabo
A nice P-3+2 Bolero to good music (flip
of Maria Elena Bolero).
Good Times Bolero - A&M 31458-1127
Jim & Bonnie Bahr
A little different P-5+3 Up Bolero to
good Aaron Neville music.
Sweetheart Tree - Roper 141
Chuck & Shirley Hurst
A P-4 + Double Reverse to pretty music.
Don't You Know - Coll 4557
Milo & Carol Molitor&
A P-6 Waltz to a Della Reese vocal.
American Square Dance, August 1995

My Second Home 2 - Atlantic 7-87312

Oh Look at Me Now - Spec Press

Larry & Aleta Dunn

Kay & Joy Read

A 3 Part P-2+Fishtail Two-Step to a
catchy vocal.

A P-5+1 (Link to Promenade) Foxtrot
to a good vocal.

Something Stupid - MCA 5755247

Rita's Tango - Roper 412

Leo & Edie Mathieu

John & Valerie Pinks

A nice P-4 + Dble Peek A Boo Chase to
a good vocal by The Mavericks.

A P4+1 (Contra Check) Argentine
Tango to good music.

House With No Curtains
Arista 07822-13070-7

Whatever Lola Wants
Hoctor DH-627

Ian & Bonnie Steel

Ron & Mary Noble

A comfortable P-2+1 (Overspin Trn)
Waltz to a good Alan Jackson vocal.

A P-6 international Tango to a familiar
instrumental.

Little Bitty - Arista 07822-13048
& Martha Wolff
A novelty P-2 Two-Step to a good Alan
Jackson vocal.

Won't You Come Dance - Roper 410

Jealous Lover's Foxtrot - Roper 173

Roses - Roper 275

Jimmy & Carol Griffin

A nice interesting P-4+2 (Natural
Weave, Bk Trn Whisk) Foxtrot/Jive to
a good instrumental.

Jim & Priscilla Adcock

A P4 +2 (Natural Weave, Cury Feather)
Foxtrot to a good instrumental.
Janette & Bob Kemper

A nice different P4 Waltz to a good
instrumental.
History D'amour - Roper 262
Derek & Jean Tonks

Waltzing at 12 AM
Hi-Hat 883, EN 17

A P-5+2 Rumba to a pretty instrumental.

Sam Harris

A good P-5+1 (Link to Promenade)
Waltz to a pretty instrumental.

Rumba Rhapsody - Roper 224

Yesterday I Heard The Rain
Roper 264

A P-4+1 (Curl) Rumba to a haunting
instrumental.

Ted & Barbara May

A Kiss - Roper 145

A P-2+2 (Serpiente, Imp Scp) TwoStep to a good instrumental.
Danny Boy - Reprise 7-17621

Jo & Joe Carnevale

Janette & Bob Kemper

A comfortable P-2 Waltz to "Kiss in
The Dark" music.

Chuck & Sandi Weiss

Some of These Days - Spec Press

A P-5+2 (Ballerina Wheel, Cont. Nat
Top) Bolero to a very pretty Eric
Clapton instrumental.

AP-5+1 (Turkish Towel) Cha Cha to a
good vocal. lb

Kay & Joy Read

Records reviewed are supplied by
Palomino Records, Inc. 800-328-3800
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The old Beverly Hillbillies Square
Dance Club, which danced out here in
Westwood, California for more than 30
years, was not necessarily a large one
and you certainly wouldn't classify it
as high level dancing but it was a highlevel fun group. Meeting twice a month,
each evening had a special theme and
each dance ended with refreshments
and some form of entertainment. In
that way over the years the club
members had a good opportunity to
know each other quite well and the
Hillbillies became more like a family
than just a group coming to dance.
Some of the stunts they dreamed up
or borrowed and adapted to their own
talents were nothing short of spectacular—at least we felt they were. Becky

followed by the club. Here's her list:
When planning games, stunts or
skits for any square dance affair, it is
always well to keep a few basic points
in mind.
I. Be certain the stunt is suitable to
present to a square dance group. If you
can conscientiously present it to your
own family, it's probably all right, but
keep it clean.
2. Weigh the appropriateness of
the stunt with the particular occasion.
Each club is different; what works
well for one group may flop for
another. Think ahead and consider
who will be there.
3. Don't take advantage of your
caller or put him in an awkward
situation. If he is to be included in a
particular skit, check
with him ahead of time.
Or if you plan to "surprise" him, at least clear
it with his wife.
4. Be aware of
timing. A short, snappy
skit or game will be the
most appreciated.
5. Courtesy and
thoughtfulness work both
PAVY RA/ -WOULD /Y07 417 OF NAND. /F /7" OTED ATALL , IT Wall
ONLY 8E A SUPPLEMENTARY Ater or l'HE EVEN/NOS' AFIOGRAM TOO
ways—from leader to auMUCH HORSEPLAY CAN SAYL
ENTHus msw FO DAAVNG.
dience and return. Practice them regardless of
got in the habit of writing up some of which side of the stage you are sitting.
these skits and stunts and sharing
6. Be prepared. Don't experiment
them with others. She also wrote down with a new idea on a captive audience.
some of the after party guidelines Work it out ahead of time.
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Curb inat
lic-31ey
417 659 71487

Ex Awry Poulh
417-282,6340

Mks 1-kside4on
316.524-0997

Don Cook
417-865-6760

HOT CARDINAL RELEASES
CAR-SA10 LILY'S WHITE LIES - Harold
CAR-38 WE'RE FROM THE COUNTRY - Mike
CAR-37 swim% nnwN CHARIOT . HarOld
CAR-36 THEME TIME - Hoedown
CAR-35 YOU GOTTA LOVE THAT - Don
Cardinal Records, Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786
(573) 363-5432
e-mail: audio@mail.usmo.com

7. Enjoy what you are doing. Your team arranged in the correct spelling
audience will catch your feelings and order receives a point. Naturally,
be more receptive.
depending on the size of your event,
you can alter the number of particiHere's a good example of an after pants on each team.
party game that's a take off of the
Here, with one possible combination
old spelling bee. We call it "Club of letters is a suggested list. Have fun,
Spell Down."
varying this list with ideas of your own.
You'll need two teams with six
Card 1— A; reverse side I
persons on each team. Every person is
Card 2 — N; reverse side E
given a card (approximately 12' by 12'
Card 3 — R; reverse side W
square) with a different large letter
Card 4 — U; reverse aide T
printed on each side of it. The two
Card 5 — Q; reverse side G
teams receive identical letters but one
Card 6 — S; reverse side H
set is printed in black and the other in
With these 12 letters you can "spell
red. Your caller (or whoever is in down" such terms as SET, TAW,
charge of the entertainment) then calls STAR, EIGHT, RING, THAR, RIGHT,
out a square dance term and the first GNAT, SQUARE, and more. qb
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ARE WE HAVING FUN YET? I sure hope so! The summer is flying by, and
before you know it another season of dancing, fun and friendship will be upon us.
There's still enough time to enjoy your favorite past-time, but don't delay.
Whether it's a trip to the "Y.M.C.A." or a big family cookout, make it memorable.
Who knows, maybe you'll even catch a shot of Dad acting up . . . you know how
"Papa Loves Mambo". Have your camera ready . .
Y. M. C. A.
Mike Seurer, 4104 Cactus Lane, Roswell, New Mexico 88201
RECORD: Collectable 4337-A "Y.M.C.A." (Artist: Village People)
FOOTWORK: Opposite except as noted
RHYTHM: Cha Cha
SEQUENCE: Intro-ABCC-ABCC-ABCC-Ending
PHASE: Ill
SPEED: 4445 RPM
INTRO
1- 4 WAIT; WAIT; ROLL 2, CHA; REVERSE 2, CHA;
5 - 6 CUCARACHAS;;
PART A
1- 4 NEW YORKER; (OP/LOD) WALK 2, CHA; FWD & BK BASIC;;
(BUT/FC)
5 - 8 TRAVELING DOOR;; CIRCLE CHA;; (Away & Tog)
PART B
1- 4 WALK 2, CHA; WALK 2, CHA; SLIDING DOOR (TWICE);;
5 - 8 CIRCLE CHA;; (Away & Tog) SHOULDER TO SHOULDER;;
9 - 10 SANDSTEPS;;
PART C
1- 4 TIMESTEPS;;; (OPTIONAL HAND MOVEMENTS - See Note)
5 - 8 1/2 BASIC; WHIP; BASIC;;
ENDING
1- 4 FULL CHASE;;;;
5 - 8 BASIC;; TWIRL 2, CHA; WRAP UP 2, CHA;
•Note: Bring arms straight over head to make the letters of the name of the dance.
Y = a "v" shaped with arms; M = both arms bend to touch shoulders; C - curve left
arm over head to form letter; A = bring arms over head with palms touching.
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MEG SIMKINS

119 Allen Street
(413) 566-3349
Hampden, MA 01036
Everything
for
Square Dancers

Send $1.00 for catalogue
Refunded on first order.
Handling $5.00 ea.

NEW

NEW

Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline.
Extremely full #6000 - Sixty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
Extremely full #5000 - Fifty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
Extremely full #4000 - Forty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
LENGTHS:
COLORS:
SIZES:

$36.00
$33.00
$30.00

19, 20, 21 and 23 inches.
Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Pink,
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy, Dusty Rose.
Small, Medium and Large

PAPA LOVES MAMBO
Iry & Betty Easterday, 13023 Gordon Circle, Hagerstown, Maryland 21742-2702
RECORD: Special Press/Contact Choregrapher
(flip: "Our Love Is Here To Stay")
FOOTWORK: Opposite except as noted RHYTHM: Mambo
SEQUENCE: Intro-A-B-A-C-B-A-Ending
PHASE: IV
SPEED: 43 RPM (slow to suit)
INTRO
1 - 4 NO HDS JND FAC WALL & FIR WAIT 1; ROLL LOD CLAP; ROLL
RLOD; BFLY SD, -, DRAW, CL;
5 - 8 SD, CL, SD, LIFT; XIB, SD, THRU; SD CL TWICE;; SD DRAW CL;
PART A
1 - 4 DIAG BK CUCARACHAS L & R TWICE;;;;
5 - 8 BASIC; X BODY; BASIC; X BODY;
9 - 12 NEW YORKER; KNEE FLICKS; NEW YORKER; SPOT TRN;
13 - 16 SOLO DIAMOND TRNS WITH FLICKS;;;;
American Square Dance, August 1998
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BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS

BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS
PROGRAM VIDEOS zrvet,
s,cep.

tos

Featuring BF TSV GOTTA
Broadued quanty
BASIC
video tapes Filmed
SECOND HALF
Caller 30+ years kAenrbor
in tolevIston studro.
Board of Governors
26-50)
('''''"ment'
re,turing r..ueFr.r?ed
Single
MAINSTREAM
PLUS
ICalierlab sequence 51-67)
(27 rriOventents1

'4995

c..c,a,

Outsrde U S add $10 Specify
'Payable in U S DollarsCheck or MO only
Add $3 5() postage and handing N J res add 6% sales tan
r Mr IMO US. Inc
NEMEI-2.----------------------

'49"

'39"

Please specify • BASIC

MAINSTREAM

PLUS

VHS

BETA

•

Mail check or money order to:

I
I

SQUARE
DANCE VIDEOS
A Dmsoon of Tra Bren. Inc

U

;:;000 •
-.A I

PO. Box 1350, Maplewood, NJ 07040
I
Name (Please Prod).
I
I Address

Coy
I
I

State

Zip

======= =1.4

PART B
1- 4 BASIC; M SPOT TRN (W TIME); BASIC; M TIME (W SPOT TRN);
5 - 8 QUICK MERENGUE 8;; SLOW MERGENUE 4;;
9 -12 MOD CHASE PEEK A BOO;;;;
13 - 16 CHASSE TRN LIFT; CHASSE TRN LIFT TO FAC; SD CL TWICE;
SD DRAW CL;
PART C
1 - 4 BASIC TO 1/2 OP; W ACROSS 1/2 LOP; W ACROSS 1/2 OP; THRU
FAC CL;
5 - 8 HIP TWIST TO FAC FAN;; NEW YORKER KICK; SWIVEL 3;
9 - 12 NEW YORK; SPOT TRN TO R/R PALM; CICARACHA PATTI
CAKE TWICE;;
13 - 16 CUCARACHA PATTI-CAKE (W SPIN); MAMBO WALK; OP BRK;
L UNDERARM TRN;
ENDING
1 - 4 HIP TWIST TO FAC FAN;; MAMBO WALK; FWD & SIT;
Just want to say "Thanks" once more for the cue sheets you have been
submitting. I have been putting them to good use in my article. If you need Fall
cue sheet copies, just send a stamped address enevolpe to: Saudi Simmons, 7
Simmons Dr., Milford, MA 01757 or e-mail: simmons@ziplink.net. %
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ROUND DANCE

PULSE POLL
Rev & Bob Casteel
1540 Hull Lane
knoAville, TN 37931
423-690-5498
e-mail: bevbobcue(aol.com
Dear Friends,
As we prepared this article for August, we were also coordinating the Round
Dance Program for our own Tennessee State Square and Round Dance
Convention to be held August 13-15 in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. We have a great
Round Dance Program lined up with four workshops scheduled for Saturday
morning, August 15 with the following cuer/instructors lined up:
• Phase III - Bill and Elsie Johnson, Memphis, Tennessee
• Phase IV - Grant and Barbara Pinkston, Memphis, Tennessee
• Phase V - Brent and Mickey Moore, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
Yours truly will be teaching Phase II and we would like to extend to you an
invitation to our state convention. You can round dance during the weekend and
see this beautiful vacation spot in the great Smoky Mountains. Look us up, we will
enjoy meeting you.
Chicagoland Round Dance
Leaders' Society
Teach Of The Month - May, 1998
Phase II
Kissed In The Dark (Tonics) WZ
Phase B1
Outta My Mind ( Collipi) TS
Phase IV
Celebration FT (Pinks) FT
Phase VI
Forgive Me (G & L Noble) FT
June, 1998
Phase II
Miss You Waltz (Graham)
Phase III
One Hundred Pound Rumba (Tucker)
American Square Dance, August 1998

Phase IV
Dizzy Cha (Scott)
Phase V
Real Live Girl (Slomcenski)
Phase VI
How Much I Love You (Collipi)
ROUNDALAB Classic ROQ
3" Quarter 1998
Phase II
Kon Tiki (Glazier) [1+1
Phase III
Autumn Leaves (Moss) 111+2
Phase IV
Years May Come (Rother) IV+ 1UP
Phase V
Hawaiian Wedding Song (Lovelace)
V+1
lb
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THECA ALLERLAB HONORS BOOK
MARTIN MALLARD
MILESTONE, 1994
It all began in Canada in 1954 when,
after continuous urging by his wife
Terry, Martin attended a beginner
square dance evening. By the time the
session was over, he had signed the two
of them up for a course of square dance
lessons. A few weeks into the series, the
class caller announced that, with the
enthusiastic spread of the activity, there
would be a definite need for more callers.
It just happened that a new callers
course would be starting the following
week. So enthusiastic was Martin that,
although barely into his own lessons, he
signed up. The result: it was one night
in dance class for the Mallards, then
the next night in callers school.
His long calling career started in
1955 when he was asked to call for a
group of patients at a local hospital.
Later that same year, he called his first
new-dancer class and the club that
formed from it is still actively dancingto
the same caller today, some thirty-eight
years later. Teaching a beginner class
each year since 1957, Martin and Terry
helped to form many of them into
healthy clubs that have continued to
dance on a regular basis over the years.
Twice president of his area's callers
and cuers association, Martin has given
unselfishly of his time and efforts in
advancing the availability of square
dancing in Canada. He assisted in the
50

formation of a Provincial square and
round dance society. He served four
times as either chairman or cochairman of the Canadian International
Convention, and over the years, he has
received numerous awards for his
leadership and many accomplishments.
Working with more than one hundred dancers for more than three
months, the Mallards provided the
leadership for the 1989 televised
opening ceremonies of the Jeux Canada
Summer Games in Saskatoon. Over the
past almost four decades the Mallards
have been involved in many of the great
square dance happenings in Canada.
A member of CALLERLAB since
1974, Martin has served two terms on
the Executive Committee and has
served as chairman of the Mainstream
and Ethics Committees. He received
his CALLERLAB Caller-Coach Accreditation in 1992 and has conducted
several caller clinics since that time.%
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Dick Waibet

Larry Cole

Dale McClary

Otto Degner

Steve Sullivan
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• ,VEW RAWHIDE RELEASES
RWH-206 MACHO, MACHO MAN by Dick
RWH-208 NOBODY'S LONESOME FOR ME by Dale
RWH-209 MANSION ON THE HILL by Hank

J7
J7

4
4
4
J2

J7

A
J7

• NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES
J7
4 Grace Wheatley BUC-I264 I WANT A GIRL by Allen
Hank Lutcher
7
A
BUC-I518 SLAM DUNK-HAIL MARY HOEDOWNS
J7
J7
• NEW SING-A-LONG SONGS
417

1J

12

RWH-817 VAYA CON DIOS by Grace
RWH-816 SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD by Dale
RWII-815 LONESOME 77203 by Hank
Jerry Reed

•

NEW HOEDOWNS
RWH-524 WALK UP I & WALK UP II (2-sided)
RWH-523 YAMS HOEDOWN by Steve

• NEW ROUND DANCES

Mike Seurer

RWH-807 IF YOU'RE LOVIN' ME by Mike
RWH-806 LEAVETHIS WORLD LOVIN' YOU by Mike
RWH-80 I HEY, GOOD LOOKIN' by Mike Seurer
RWH-812 YOU BELONG TO ME by Mike Seurer

Tom Rudebock

J2

Write for
your free
copy of
our new
1998
catalog!!

• SIZZLING SELLERS

Jim Snyder

RWH-522 REAL GOOD & FEEL GOOD (2-sided)
RWH-207 TAKE THIS JOB & SHOVE IT by Tom
RWH-205 VAYA CON DIOS by Dale
RWH-1262 COUNTRY ROADS by Jerry
RWH-1261 LONESOME 77203 by Hank
RWH-I260 I'M WALKIN' THE FLOOR by Torn

Allen Snell

ZDick Waibel Enterprises, 675 E. Alluvial Avenue, Fresno, CA 93720-2513
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A
Voice: (209) 439-3478 -- FAX: (209) 431-5942 — e-mail: rawhide@paebell.net
J7
4
Visit Our New Web Site: http://rawhide-records.com
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Country
Ilitchen
By [olive Hatrop

This month I am featuring some
great blueberry recipes. Here in New
England fresh blueberries are in
season. Try these recipes, you will be
sure to like them!
Blueberry Cheese Crumb Cake
1/4 Cup cornstarch
1/2 Cup sugar
1/2 Cup water
3 Cups blueberries
1 (13 1/2 oz.) package graham
cracker crumbs
1 112 sticks (6 oz.) butter, melted
2 (8 oz.) packages cream cheese
1 1/2 Cups sugar
2 tsp. vanilla
1 (9 oz.) container Cool Whip®
Cook cornstarch, 1/2 cup sugar,
water and blueberries until boiling.
Cool. Combine graham cracker
crumbs and butter. Press half the
mixture into the bottom of a 9" X 13'
pan. Whip cream cheese until soft.
Gradually beat in 1 1/2 cups sugar
and vanilla. Fold in the Cool Whip®.
Spread half of this mixture over the
crumbs in the crust-lined pan. Then
spread all the blueberry mixture in
the pan. Top with the remaining half
of the cream cheese mixture and
finally with the remaining crumbs.
Keep refrigerated.
52

Berry Nice Cake
1 Cup butter
1 1/2 Cups sugar, divided
2 tsp. vanilla
4 eggs, separated
3 Cups flour
2 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. salt
2/3 Cup milk
3 Cups blueberries
1 Tbsp. flour
Confectioner's sugar
Cream together butter, 1 cup of
sugar, vanilla and egg yolks. Sift
together 3 cups flour, salt and baking
powder. Add alternately to creamed
mixture with milk. Mix well. Beat egg
whites until foamy, then gradually beat
in remaining 1/2 cup of sugar, beating
until stiff. Fold into batter. Mix
blueberries with 1 Tbsp. flour, mix into
batter. Pour into a greased 9" X 13"
pan. Bake for 50 minutes at 350° or
until cake tests done. Cool, then
sprinkle with confectioner's sugar.
Blueberry-Peach Cobbler
3 Tbsp. brown sugar, firmly packed
1 Tbsp. cornstarch
3/4 Cup orange juice
2 Cups fresh or frozen blueberries
2 Cups juice packed canned peach
halves, drained and chopped
3/4 Cup unbleached all-purpose flour
American Square Dance. August 1998

CALLER LAB /.`,,k 1C,Pi.51))01'rEbn
.
CALLER COACHES
ARE BEST FOR YOUR CLINIC OR SCHOOL
IT,'CRWOTSIWICYN1 ASSURES KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE
Daryl Clendenin

400 N. Plaza Dr., 452 Apache Jct., AZ 85220, (602) 983-3013

Ed Foote

140 McCandless Dr., Wexford, PA 15090, (412) 935-2734

Betsy Gotta
Paul Henze

2 Laurel Pl., North Brunswick, NJ 08902, (908) 249-2086
3926 S. Mission Oaks Dr., Chattanooga, TN 37412, (423) 867-7225

Larry Hoskinson

4518 Spring St., Omaha, NE 68106, (402) 551-0875

Mike Jacobs
Jon Jones

PO Box 484, Herndon, VA 22070, (703) 713-0821
1523 Bluebonnet, Arlington, TX 76013, (817) 469-1179

Jerry Junck

PO Box 128, Carroll, NE 68723, (402) 585-4829

John Kaltenthaler

PO Box 679, Pocono Pines, PA 18350, (717) 646-2945

Martin Mallard
Jim Mayo

222 Stillwater Dr., Saskatoon, SK Canada, S7J 4A4, (306) 374-5250
PO Box 367, Hampstead, NH 03841, (603) 329-5492

Wayne Morvent
Tony Oxendine
Deborah Parnell

328 Stones Throw Rd., Silsbee, TX 77656, (409) 385-5222
PO Box 6026, Sumter, SC 29150, (803) 469-0495
9797 LaMonica Dr., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, (909) 481-9235

Randy Page
Vaughn Parrish
Kenny Reese
Ken Ritucci

14 Boxwood Lane, Danbury, CT 06810, (203) 794-0053
Rt 2 Parrish Rd., Berthoud, CO 80513, (303) 772-5118
Freidrich-Ebert-Str 116, D-64347 Griesheim, Germany, +496155-78912
48 Althea St., W. Springfield, MA 01089, (413) 734-0591

Gloria Rios Roth
John Saunders
Al Stevens
Jim Woolsey

Clementsport, NS Canada, BOS, 1E0, (902) 638-8053
101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169, (904) 428-1496
Engelbert-Kleiser Str. 6, 76448 Durmersheim, Germany, 07245-7799
1200 S.W. 97th, Oklahoma City, OK 73139, (405) 691-1251

1 Tbsp. sugar
1 tsp. baking powder
1/3 Cup skim milk
Preheat oven to 400°. Spray an 8'
square pan with vegetable cooking
spray. Combine brown sugar, cornstarch, and orange juice in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook, stirring
for 1 minute. Stir in blueberries and

tra
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peaches. Transfer to baking dish
Combine flour, sugar, and baking
powder in a bowl. Add milk and stir
until ingredients are just moistened.
Drop the flour mixture on the
blueberries and peaches by the
tablespoonful. Bake for 20 minutes or
until cobbler topping turns golden.
Makes 6 servings.tip

te,t's° eanneitt
by Ken Ritucci

The Road Less Traveled
Groucho Marx once said "I was so
long writing my review that I never got
around to reading the book."
Somerset Maugham once said
"People ask you for criticism but they
only want praise."
And Jean Sibelius said "Pay no
attention to what the critics say; no
statue has ever been put up to a critic."
What do all three of these quotes
have in common? They deal with a
subject that we, in our everyday
lives have to contend with. It's
called "Criticism."
Within our own activity, we see it
everyday. Be it the Internet, at a
dance function, within meetings,
criticism is abound and plentiful.
With all that is happening in the world
of square dancing, you would think
that we might
work closer
together for the
good of all.
Yes, many
people have
devoted all of
their lives to our wonderful activity, and
countless others have donated time,
money and talent to help enrich those
around them for the good of the cause.
However, in square dancing as well
as in life, there are and always will be
the critic who would like you to believe
that they know the answers to the

problems our activity faces.
Listening to critics isn't really all
that bad. Some do actually make a
good point. But many times there is an
underlying reason to their point of
view. Square dancing is no different
than any other social activity that
takes people out of their houses and
into a different culture. All social
activities are down in numbers.
We just like to think that we have
the best "out-of-the-house remedy"
than all the others. Perhaps we do. It
has been written in this column and in
others that square dancing lacks
serious leadership. In many cases, our
leadership is no different than our
elected officials. Individuals with
personal goals and agendas that are
camouflaged with "leading the way
and
helping
others" be it in
chairing
a
committee or
becoming
president of a
club/association.
Thank goodness most of these
individuals are sincere, as no one ever
gets paid for being in these positions.
Unfortunately, there are still some
selfish "leaders" who care only about
their own egos. I have seen too many
true leaders, individuals with integrity,
who really did put the needs of others

"Don't b e afraid
to stand up for
what you believe."
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in front of their own beliefs. Too many
of these individuals have left the
activity in one shape or another
because they were discouraged by the
phony selfishness that presides in
places of high power.
It is also unfortunate that these
false "do-gooders" continue to stick
around, fulfilling their own private
goals with no concern for the activity.
You can count on these sponges to stay
in the limelight until they can no longer
physically handle the heat. We all
know someone like this, the ones who
know how to get down the road but
can't drive the car.
Still, alas, I still see some hope in
our great activity. The Pacific
Northwest is alive and kicking with
hundreds of teen dancers. Many parts
of the country have pockets of strong
clubs that help keep the spirit high. So,
yes, there is hope. Still, with all the
bickering that goes on, the wisdom
from the "experts" who know exactly
what to do, the political, egotistical,
self imposed leaders" that love to see
their names in the limelight, all these
cancerous spots will continue to have
their day until (and let's hope not) they
ruin our beloved activity.
Too many good people have left us,
many of you can think of friends and
loved ones that are no longer dancing.
We can only hope that many
geographical areas in the country live
long and grow. We all share one thing
in common, our deep love of this
wonderful activity.

So, the next time you spot one of
these "wonderful characters," ignore
them. That will hurt their pride more
than anything. Someday they may
wake up and realize that no one is as
big as the activity. Square dancing is
going to need true, genuine individuals
who care more for the entire picture
than for themselves. Until we can get
that kind of leadership, like we had
many years ago, then the Internet,
meetings, conversations in the halls at
functions and the writings will all be
going about how to do what.
This will be my last article for the
magazine. I would like to say it has
been a wonderful experience being
able to write for so many. I would like
to thank Ed and Pat Juaire for allowing
me the time and space to elaborate
some views on the activity. My articles
were written to make all of us think.
Something we forget to do at times. I
sincerely hope that you have enjoyed
what was written. If not, well, here's
your opportunity to become a critic.
Use it wisely.
It takes a lot of courage to ignore
the "mainstream" of our activity. It's
easier to buddy-up with the "in crowd."
Yet by doing this, you are forgetting
who you are, and thus not becoming all
that you and the activity requires you
to be. Don't be afraid to stand up for
what you believe, a real critic reads the
book first, then forms an opinion.
For once, take the road less
traveled. It just might make all the
difference in the world. %

OPINIONS
Opinions expressed in signed articles do not necessarily reflect the AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE MAGAZINE views. Your comments are encouraged. The publishers reserve the
right to exercise their discretion in the acceptance, rejection, or editing of any proffered information, listings or advertising based upon their determination of the best interests of square
and round dancing.
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Must Programs Keep Changing?
by Bob Van Antwerp
Stateline, Nevada
This article was presented to the
CALLERLAB membership in its official communication called "Direction"
a few months ago.
For quite some time I have had an
in-gut disturbance that I have wanted
to get off my chest and feel it is time to
have it shared.
In the organizational meeting of
CALLERLAB, our major thrust was to
slow down the tremendous amount of
basics and so-called movements that
were flooding the entire country.
It must be stated that during these
tryingtimes when in our infancy, many
hours, days, weeks, months and years
were spent by many dedicated leaders
to construct, rework, analyze, discuss
and Finally produce a list of dancer
movements that were generally well
accepted by the majority, and they all
had input into the list. Realizing the
old adage that states, "When you are
through changing, you are through,"
may hold true in many situations but I
personally feel that CALLERLAB has
gone too far in the changing process.
We started with this Basic program
or list, then did some revising to
establish a limited Basic list, then
decided to change from a list to a
plateau to a program, which maybe
makes sense to many callers. I won't
argue the point. From there we had a
Plus list and then decided to make it a
Plus I and Plus II list and then back to a
standardized dance program of one
list. Maybe this is good for the activity
and maybe it is not. Many callers will
not agree and many will, which is the
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way it usually works. We then worked
an Advanced list into two lists which I
will attest is probably for the better.
During this time we determined it
would be good to have an All Position
Dancing designation and that lasted
for a while then we decided to change it
to Dance By Definition, and all of this at
the dancers expense.
To move on, we established a
Quarterly Selection program which I
favored. However, I am personally
embarrassed when I have thoroughly
taught my dancers per CALLERLAB
direction, the Quarterly Selection to
have it dropped so quickly. Their
response, "Why do we learn it in the
first place." I agree. We have moved
some very good basics into the lists
from this experimental program but
seemingly very distracting to dancers.
Then we decided to have one for
Mainstream, Plus and Advanced. I do
not keep up with the Challenge level of
dance and must assume they have the
same. My complaint is not with the
intent but the ever-changing procedure.
We then instituted the 25 Week
Learn To Dance Program and the
Community Dance Program. These
two programs have validity in all
sense and purpose. However, we were
starting to have the dancers become
bewildered and confused with the
amount they have to make decisions
on. Just what program do I belong in
and should I push myself higher. My
question is "When is all of this
instituting, changing and adding
going to stop?" Our dancers are
American Square Dance, August 1998
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communicating loud and clear that
CALLERLAB can't make up its own
mind so, what are we dancers to
expect in leadership of our callers.
Many have felt the same way that I do
and not only dancers, but the exit of
many respected callers/leaders has
dropped from membership due to our
meddling process.
I will never downplay all the
excellent objectives we have
accomplished and I am the first to
recognize them and applaud their
efforts. They were stalwart, hard
working dedicated members who saw
these through to completion in a
successful manner. Why keep meddling with what we have?
From a dancer now entering the
square dance picture or those now
involved, I can readily see why they
would become thoroughly disgruntled
with CALLERLAB's apparent uncertainty in making decisions on the
American Square Dance, August 1998
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programs we now offer. I must admit
I had my finger in the pie many times
and will take my lumps with the rest.
Although as democratic as it may be,
our changes in dance programs are
becoming a joke to many. In the long
run, I feel it will be the slow death of
our organization.
We must find a way to stabilize the
continual changing process or we will
not need CALLERLAB as callers will
diminish because they will not have
dancers to call, teach or work for.
Seemingly, without proof many of our
caller/leaders enjoy the changing
scene and have difficulty in seeing
what the future may hold for us. Maybe
personal intervention causes desperate interplay to make the changes.
As I see it, we must make some final
adjustments, IF NEEDED, to the
programs we now have and then leave
them untouched for many years and
this time slot I will not endeavor to
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0-921 DON'T COME RUNNIN' BACK TO ME - Stan
0-920 SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW - Guy
0-922 THE BALLAD OF JED CLAMPETT - Shane
0-923 I WONDER WHERE YOU ARE TONIGHT - Stan & Sam
0-924 GOOD WOMAN BLUES - Sam
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produce but will leave this in the hands
of the well informed professionals who
are so very close to the action. If
something is not stabilized in the
programs, I feel my strong admiration
and dedication to CALLERLAB will
wane like many others. I will find
myself going out on my own and doing
the best I can to reasonably retain my
dancers and not be led by the
direction of CALLERLAB. Please
don't ascertain that this letter is easy
to write with my being a past
Chairman for two years, a Milestone
recipient and a Gold Card holder.
As you are well aware, we have
fought many battles with unknown
quantities since the beginning; we
have spent many of our own hard
earned dollars without question; stood
tall when adversities were before us
but we maintained a comradery that
was strong. Today, I question this
being the case as to the direction we
are taking and hoping it is not a
personal race track for some.
No, I do not want to return to the old
times as this is wrong to even consider;
but one must relate to our losses of
dancers and many callers. The responsibility and blame is not of the dancers,
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not of the dancer associations, not of
the caller associations in local areas,
not the National Square DancR Convention and not the square dance
publications or note services. The fault
lies with us, CALLERLAB, who has
created and attributed to the downfall
of dancers and callers. We must face
up to our diminishing dance population and establish a non changing
environment so dancers and callers
alike can again, learn to respect the
image that we once had attained.
I feel so strongly about this
changing-adding-deleting-modifying
dropping attitude that has crept into the
strong position, but now diminished,
the stronghold we once had on the
square dance activity I feel we must act
now. I urge the Board of Governors to
offer exceptionally strong leadership
and especially our callers, to the
membership, giving foresight and direction to a waning dance society and not
let it go unnoticed or untouched.
To me, the collapse of CALLERLAB
could be near no matter how many
fund-raising activities we sponsor if we
do not take the time to aim our course
in a different direction of changechange-change. 16
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So YOU Want To
by Irs
_A Caller
Larry Cole Al'.

ne

WOW! Can you believe it's August
already? Where has the summer gone?
Frank Hess, a newer caller from
Indianapolis, posed a very good
question a while back. He said that he
was programmed for a neighboring
state convention and one tip was in the
Plus hall. Frank has not called very
much Plus and asked my thoughts on
how he should best prepare himself.
My reply was to study three or four of
the Plus calls and develop a theme for
this one tip. I told Frank that having a
good understanding of what he was
going to call is very important and be
prepared to call it without any notes. I
have never been in favor of writing out
a tip and trying to read it. Reading
what you call is an art form of it's own
and is not for everyone. Keeping the
dancers dancing is imperative and
having a good time. Three or four Plus
calls will allow anyone to call an
honorable Plus tip at a state convention. There is no need to place extra
pressure on yourself, particularly as a
newer caller, by attempting to call the
entire list. Congratulations Frank,
my spies informed me you did an
admirable job.
I am going to pull out my soapbox
again for just a minute. There has been
much talk for a few years concerning
the way we treat new dancers.
Considerable progress has been made
in this area. We now know that we
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must shepherd these folks for they are
the lifeblood of our activity. However,
there is another group of new people
that we must encourage. Our new
callers (and cuers) are extremely
important to square dancing, Learning to be a caller today is intensely
difficult. The task requires a mountain
of practice time, study time and money.
It is often overlooked but it takes a
bunch of money to become a caller.
Now please don't misunderstand, this is
not a pity party because these folks
must spend some money to be a caller,
no one is twisting their arm. However,
by doing so they have made a
commitment to the activity. The problem is we do not give them a fair chance
to call for us. We only want to dance to
the best callers available. Well they
started somewhere, and someone gave
them a chance. Tony Oxendine did not
just burst onto the scene as one of the
best. Many square dancers gave him a
chance as a new caller.
WE MUST NOW GIVE OUR COLLECTIVE SQUARE DANCE SUPPORT
TO ALL NEW CALLERS. Remember,
just like no new dancers, no new
callers lead to no Square Dancing.
Thanks for listening.
Larry may be contacted at
765-384-7089 or E-mail
LColeSDC@AOLcorn

"Questions are Welcome"
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i was in Europe last year and had the opportunity to listen to a Swedish caller
in the Mainstream hall. I was hoping to get some ideas in choreography to bring
back to the U.S. In less than two minutes I was not disappointed. I never thought
to call 1/2 of a half sashay. Remember the right-hand person does not ROLL 360
degrees to the other side of the person (like they do on a rollaway). They simply
shuffle to the other side. So, a 1/2 of a half sashay puts the dancers in single file
with the centers looking in. I hope you find this as exciting as I did.
1) HEADS pass the ocean

extend, linear cycle
right and left thru
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
BOYS pass thru
touch 1/4, acey deucey
scoot back
right and left grand
2) SIDES square thru 2
slide thru
right and left thru
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
BOYS swing thru
extend, boys trade
star thru
california twirl
pass thru
lett allemande
3) HEADS pass thru
separate around 1 to a line
ENDS: load the boat
CENTERS square thru 4)
slide thru
right and left thru
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
BOYS square thru 3
slide thru, ferriswheel
60

dixie grand
left allemande
4) SIDES lead right
touch 1/4
split circulate
boys run
REVERSE flutterwheel
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
zoom
GIRLS square thru 3
star thru, boys trade
couples circulate
boys trade
promenade (1/8 promenade)
5) Heads 1P2P
right and left thru
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
zoom
GIRLS swing thru
extend
cast off 3/4
fan the top
recycle
pass thru
wheel and deal
CENTERS square thru 3
left allemande
American Square Dance, August 1998

1st Annual

/TENNESSEE HARMONY
HOEDOWN
Featuring

Tim Marriner

Steve Kopman

Tom Miller

Register, GA

Knoxville, TN

Chest Springs, PA

Rounds by

Dan & Marsha Wynn - Friday Night • Bob & Beverly Casteel - Saturday Night

October 16 - 17, 1998
Plus & Advance
2 Full Time Halls • Dance at the Tulip Street Square Dance Center

Knoxville, Tennessee
Wood Floors • Great Sound • Air Conditioned
$20.00 per person Includes: ALL Dance Sessions, After Party, Snack, Coffee, Doughnuts
• Special Hotel Rates Available Upon Request •

Dance Schedule

Directions:

Friday
Saturday
8:00 - 8:15 Al Callers
1000 -1200 Plus • A2 (2 Halts)
8:15 -10:15 Plus + A2 (2 Halls) 200 - 4:00 Plus + A2 (2 Hafts)
10:15 -10:30 Al Caters
8.00 - 8:15 AI Callers
10:30 -11:00 After Party
8:15 -10:15 Plus + A2 (2 Halls)
10.15 -10:30 Al Callers Plus

From West: 1-40 East to 17. Street Exrt Go thru
light and make nest right onto Blackstock. Make 1• left
(Hines) Square Dance Center is at the end of the block
From East Take 1-40 West to 17. Street Eel Bear roght,
go under the underpass and at the bight tam left Go 1/4
al a mile and tam rwht onto Blackstxk. Make 1. left
(Hires) Square Dance Center is W the end of Ole btock

Make check payable to: Tennessee Harmony Hoedown, 1305 Whitower Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919
For info call Steve & Debbie at (423) 691-1580 or e-mail s.kopman(rpjuno.com
S uare Dance Antre Rer uesied al ALL Sessions - Limited S race • • Sign U r Today!!!

6) SIDES pass the ocean
extend
explode & right and left thru
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
BOYS pass thru
swing thru
split circulate
ALL 8 circulate
explode & load the boat
left allemande
7) Heads 1P2P
square thru 3
courtesy turn
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
BOYS swing thru
ping pong circulate
extend
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girls trade
square thru 4
trade by
left allemande
8) SIDES lead right
touch 1/4
scoot back
boys run
REVERSE flutterwheel
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
double pass thru
boys U turn back
touch 1/4
right and left grand
9) HEADS square thru 4
SIDES roll away
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swing thru
boys run
REVERSE flutterwheel
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
double pass thru
boys trade
touch 1/4
acey deucey
right and left grand
10) SIDES pass the ocean
extend
girls trade
boys run
wheel and deal
sweep 1/4
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
double pass thru
boys U turn back
star thru, ferriswheel
CENTERS square thru 2 &
partner trade
at home
11) Heads 1P2P
LEFT touch 1/4
8 circulate
girls run
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
boys pass thru
touch 1/4
fan the top
explode & slide thru
centers roll
at home
12) SIDES lead right
single circle to a wave

scoot back, boys run
wheel and deal
sweep 1/4
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
BOYS pass thru
touch 1/4, girls trade
swing thru
right and left grand
13) HEADS star thru and spread
CENTERS right and left thru &
1/2 of a sashay
ENDS load the boat
CENTERS dixie style to a
wave & trade the wave
extend
LEFT swing thru
right and left grand
14) SIDES pass the ocean
extend
explode & right and left thru &
1/2 of a sashay
GIRLS swing thru, extend
follow your neighbor and
spread
LEFT swing thru
right and left grand
15) Heads 1P2P
right and left thru & 1/2 of a
sashay
GIRLS square thru 3
star thru
couples circulate
boys trade
girls U turn back
right and left grand qip

REMEMBER...
To send in your ad on time for publication

Deadline for the October issue is: August 7
Advertising forms and rate information available upon request.
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THE KOREO KORNEI?

by Steve

Let's continue the 1/2 sashay idea in the previous article. But with a different ending. Enjoy!
HEADS left square thru 2
LEFT touch 1/4
boys run
1/2 sashay 1 & 1/2
Then:

girls U turn back
touch 1/4
spin chain thru
right and lett grand

1) girls pass thru
touch 1/4
acey deucey
circulate, right and left grand
2)

girls square thru 3
star thru
boys trade, girls U turn back
extend, right and left grand

3)

double pass thru
girls trade
touch 1/4
LEFT swing thru
extend, right and lett grand

4)

5) girls swing thru
extend
girls trade
1/2 sashay
pass the ocean
right and left grand

We have a fabulous special on
Steve's new choreography. All new
sets of Mainstream and Plus. Both the
hard and soft versions. Buy 2 and get
the
set for free.

double pass thru

Kopman's Choreography
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER !Ft Now available: - SOFT set of Mainstream, Plus,
Advance and
• $50.00 per set
• Immediate delivery

•

50 sequences per set
• Reduce your calling preparation
• Easy to read
Send check or money order to:
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
Phone: (423) 691-1580
e-mall: s.kopman@Juno.com
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Talk about surprised! I almost dropped
the magazine from the
Bay Area Country Dance
Society (San Francisco
Bay area of southern
California). They included a pull out section
of active participants
and supporters. I glanced
over it and realized how
massive it really was.
Massive isn't the word
for this traditional dance
organization. After doing the math came the
realization that the
equivalent of one hundred-fifty squares
(twelve hundred people) participated in
square, contra and traditional dancing
in just this one community. Who said
people were giving up on dancing?
Some interesting events for Fall
have come to my attention, including
"The Harvest Moon Festival" on
September 18, 19, 20 in Santa Barbara,
California. Music will be by Wild
Asparagus and caller George Marshall.
The event takes place Friday and
Saturday, dancing under the stars at
Oak Park. Sunday evening will be
capped off with a fabulous dance in the
Carrillo Ballroom on the world famous
sprung floor. Reservations are suggested and can be made by contacting
George Cannon at (805)563-0932 or

N
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By Don Ward

e-mail: cannon@alumni.caltech.edu.
If the traditional scene is not for
you, the Annual Associated Square
Dancer Oxnard California Jamboree
will feature two halls of square
dancing. Callers will alternate between the two halls where one will
feature rounds between tips and the
other contras. The jamboree featured
live contra music last year and
attracted the largest number of
contra dancers in the history of the
event. Dare I ask again who's giving
up dancing?
There will be a full contra dance
program, LOAM to 11PM, at the Fall
Festival in Victorville, California, on
September 26, 27, and 28. Presently
callers Paul Moore and Don Ward are
heading up the contra program.
Across the country in Brattleboro,
Vermont, a Brattleboro Dawn Dance
will swing forth, Labor Day, September
6 from 8PM to 7AM. Guests will include
Cathie Whitesides, Bob McQuillen, Lisa
Greenleaf and many other callers and
musicians from the East Coast. For
more information contact the dance
committee at (802) 257-1571, or e-mail:
DawnDance@nrthwnd.com.
The John C. Campbell Folk School
will be hosting an Elderhostel Dance
and Music Week from October 30 to
November 1. Gene Murrow and Bob
Dalsemer will be leading music workshops and dancing for this unusual
American Square Dance. August 1998

BASIC SQUARE DANCE with Larry McBee
❑ Vol. I: Calls I Thru 23
❑ Vol, 2: Calls 24 -Ihru 49
❑ Vol. 3: Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle
PLUS SQUARE DANCE with Lee Schmidt
❑ Tea Cup ChaM to Spin Chain
•MCCEPT INTRO To CONTRA
& Exchange The Gears
PLUS
SQUARE DANCE IN "D.B.D." with Don McWhirter
IMPROVE YOUR
❑ Vul. I: Tea Cup Chain to Relay the Deucey
DANCE SKILLS THRU
❑ Vul. 2: Cross Forc to Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears
A-I SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky
❑ Vol. I: Achy Deuccy to Cross Over Circulate
❑ Vol. 2: Quarter In to Mix
A-2 SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky
❑ Vol. I: Pass The Sea to Zig Zagflag Zig
R & R VIDEO INTERNATIONAL ❑ Vol. 2: Switch To A Diamond to Trail Off
ROUND DANCE with Bob & Edna l'audrce
❑ I'hase I & II. Fraulein: St. Louis Blues
3649 Whitt., Blvd., Loa Angel.., CA 9002-3 .2131 26E6942
❑ Phase III: Answer Me; Desert Song
❑ Phase III: Latin Basics (Four Dances)
ROUND DANCE with Joyce (Doss) Lane & Jim lane
❑ Phasic IV: Till Tomorrow; Audios: Rainbow Connection
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen
CONTRA
❑ Beginning
With Nike Seastrom
OEasy Intermediate
L
❑ i ntcrmcdiatc - Level I
A-2 Square Dance
❑ Intermediate - level 2
With NIKE SIKORSKY
CONTRA DANCE
❑ introduction to Contra w/Mike Scastrom
Package Includes:
Video, Audio Cassettes & Booklet (544.95)
NAME

NEW TAPES:
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event. For more information call
1-800-FOLK-SCH.
For those who like to plan ahead
the 12th Annual Ralph Page Legacy
Weekend will be held January 15, 16,
and 17 at the University of New
Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire.
A complete brochure is available by
calling (617) 354-1340.
The weekend contra dance events
offer a sense of continuity that no
single dance events can come close to.
Callers and dancers become more
connected and dance variety, never
possible at a single evenings dance,
are increasingly becomingthe norm. If
you haven't availed yourself of one of
American Square Dance, August 1998

OTHER TAPES AVAILABLE:
BALLROOOM, WEST COAST SWING.
ETIINIC AND COUNTRY WESTERN
OCATALOG AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

these events, you are missing a
wonderful dance opportunity. They
will add new meaning to that old
adage, "Try it, you'll like it."
I'm looking forward to many new
dance events. I have been booked for
this summer and will be reporting
back to you about contra dancing
throughout a broader dance scene
than ever before. Meanwhile, your
contributions to this column are
always welcome. Send them to Don
Ward, 9989 Maude Avenue, Sunland,
CA, 91040 or email: dward@loop.com.
You can also send your responses
to ASD for submission in Letters to
the Editor.%
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A Nutshell

Reviewed by Deborah Parnell and Frank Lescrinier
If you publish a note service and would like it reviewed in future issues of
this magazine, please send them to: 9797 La Monica Drive, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-2800. We will be glad to include your notes for review.
The deadline is the 10th of the month. Thanks, Deborah & Frank.
CALLERS NOTES
Norm Wilcox
In the "Adding Creativity to Your
Choreography" Section, Norm takes
an in-depth look at the call Scoot
Back, and how to call different
formations and arrangements to
make the dancing interesting, but not
necessarily difficult.
The following calls are featured:
Basic Program — Box Circulate and
Recycle with the Girls on the ends of
the Wave; Mainstream Program —
A look at Inverted Lines; Plus
Program — Follow Your Neighbor
and Spread, and Chase Right; A-1
Program — 3/4 Thru, and Cross
Clover & (Anything); A-2 Program—
Scoot & Weave, and Single Wheel
from Ocean Waves.
CHOREO-WISE
Dave Cox
At the Basics Program, David
discusses a way of finding new traffic
patterns with the call Circulate.
There has been a trend in the
recently released singing call figures.
Rather than beginning the figure with
"Heads Square Thru," or "Heads
Promenade 1/2," other opening modules are explored.
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Understanding Dixie Grand is the
focus for this month. How many
different ways can you set-up a Dixie
Grand resolve? You might be interested in the results.
The Advanced calls of the month
are Pass In & Pass Out.
Barry Wonson shares some 'Tuff
Stuff Singing Call figures. Barry
mentions that tight timing, unusual
arrangements within formations, and
unusual formations are what make a
sequence "Tuff."
JOHN'S NOTES
John Saunders
John includes a record review and
things of interest section. There are
several singing call figures listed that
are used in the new songs.
Linda writes a section for the Caller's
Partner, talking about class graduation.
Don Ward lists where you can
acquire music for contra dances.
Many times you can find suitable
music as close as your square dance
record collection.
The Workshop Ideas section
takes a look at the call, Chase Thru the
Diamond. Jon Jones lists several
different ways to set up Dopaso.
The Basic Program call featured
American Square Dance, August 1998
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is the Trade Family. Turn Thru is
the highlighted call at the Mainstream Program (M/S emphasis
call from May 1 to September 1,
1998). The call Crossfire is explored
at the Plus Program.
The Advanced and Challenge
Supplement includes Lockit, Zig-Zag,
and Interlocked Diamonds.
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
Stan & Cathie Burdick
Stan explains that contra prompting is as simple as 1..2..3, then 4.
Dancers love contras if they are
introduced properly to them. Any
caller can prompt contras.
Some notes from a caller's workshop include the following advice:
know the comfort level of the dancers;
use "helper words"; know the degree of
difficulty of the choreography; develop
theme tips; normalize the arrangements often; use novelty in other
portions of the program; and keep the
wind in their faces.
Benny Ruth adds to the series on
calling for Hexagon Squares, where
there are 12 dancers in the square
instead of 8. This is a nice change of
pace for your group if you haven't
tried it.
From Walt Cole's Notebook, Walt
explores the theme of calling calls with
the 3/4 fraction, such as Circle Left,
Square Thru, Ladies Chain, Promenade, Tag the Line, Stars, Cast Off,
and Promenade.
American Square Dance, August 1998
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MINNESOTA CALLERS' NOTES
Warren Berquam
The definitions to each of the calls
featured each month are listed at the
top of the page as a reference to the
sequences below it.
The featured calls this month on
the Mainstream through Plus Programs are: Mainstream: Wheel &
Deal; Tag the Line; Fan the Top; Plus:
Cut the Diamond; Crossfire; and Ping
Pong Circulate.
The Advanced Program calls highlighted are: Half Breed Thru; Horse
Shoe Turn; Scoot & Weave; and Out
Roll Circulate.
NOTES FOR EUROPEAN CALLERS
Al Stevens
Al usually begins each month
with a point of view article, in both
English and in German. He can be
reached at: Engelbert-Kleiser-Str.6,
76448 Durmersheim, Germany; or
Al_Stevens@compuserve.com (email). This month he takes a look at
wrapping up the CALLERLAB Convention, held in April of this year in
the Cincinnati area.
Make sure you push the dolls while
checking all sequences. This will get
you familiar with the variety that is
presented with the calls.
Al includes many sequences, along
with singing call figures, and features
the following calls this month: The
Run Family; Walk & Dodge; and
Linear Cycle.
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Ask Faye
Got a dancing problem and need an answer or opinion?
Dave speaks his mind, taking stands and answering questions as
only he can, with plain talk, common sense and humor.

- dave@dave-gipson.com
P.O. Box 491525, Redding, CA 96049

DAVE GIPSON

floor nuya,

A caller came to town and
started a new club. It's starting to
affect the dance attendance at my
club. What can I do?
Concerned in Ohio
This one strikes close to home.
It's happened to me, and soon I'll be
the new caller in town.
Five years ago, dancers would
dance two, three, even more times a
week. Now, many are beginning to
dance only once a week and they
have to choose which dance they
prefer. Some would say, "OK. Let the
best caller win!" But is he/she an
ethical caller and therefore the best
caller? Here's one litmus test:
If a caller is teaching entry level
dancers, thus helping boost the area
square dance membership, then he is
earning the right to call square
dances on a regular basis in that
area. If he isn't teaching, then he is
leeching from all the other clubs,
dancers, and callers in the area.
The very people who keep square
dancing alive by teaching new
members, are themselves leeched
from by uncaring, unethical callers.
A caller who refuses to invest his

time Q" efforts into te.ching "new"
dancers is no better than the
corporate raider. One, who sweeps
in, takes over a company (dancing
area), skims off the assets (dancers),
and then, when he is completely selfsatisfied, walks away to leave the
company (area clubs) decimated and
destroyed. That analogy my friends
is very fair, and such conduct is not
only unethical but it seriously hurts
an entire square dance area!
Dancers will inevitably seek their
own level of competence or club level.
That is the way it should be and is
NOT the issue here. Still, dancers
and callers alike, should think of the
big picture and included in that, is
the future of square dancing. Maybe
local Joe is a better deal after all and
deserves your support!
So Concerned, hang in there!
Keep your program fun, and exciting.
Work on bringing in new members,
and above all else, keep yourself
ethical. Remember, wolves in sheepskins, are still wolves. Sooner or
later they'll bark instead of baaaaaa.
The dancers will notice, and they'll
come back to you.
Look out California, here I
come! 16

It's not enough, as the fellow said, for a gardener to love flowers.
He must also hate weeds.
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TRADITIONAL DANCE OF THE QUARTER
-cr-4

Yona Chock, Chairman of the Contra and Traditional Dance Committee is pleased to announce that the committee has chosen
WHEEL AROUND as the Traditional Dance of the Quarter for
the period July 1, to October 31, 1998.
WHEEL AROUND

WHEEL AROUND was originated by Johnny Cook of El Paso, Texas. This
dance was the first use of the call, "Wheel Around". The dance was recorded
by Herb Greggerson on Capitol Records and immediately became a basic.
MUSIC: Your favorite hoedown
FORMATION: From a Promenade
Description of Dance
Head couples Wheel Around (to form two-facing lines of four)
Right and Left Through, go two by two
Right and Left back on the same old track
Two Ladies Chain across the hall
Now Chain them back, don't let them fall
Now Chain this lady down the line
Hold on to her, you're doing fine
and Promenade, but don't slow down...
Repeat call for sides, then sides again, then heads to get your
original partners back
suggested by Dave Trowell of Orlando. Florida (formerly of El Paso, Texas)

Larry Cole
LCoIeSDC@AOL.com

Phone (765) 384-7089

Square Dance Caller
3302 N. 500 W - Marion, IN 46952

Dances - Weekends Festivals -CALLERLAB - IDasvhide-Ducksidn Records
"So You Want To Be A Caller" American Square Dance Magazine

Square Stars Caller Training Minks Seminars Silicas)
American Square Dance, August 1995
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By Robert Lee Cook, Boulder; Colorado
Reprinted from Sets In Order
August, 1971

The Covered Wagon Era
Part 2

information regarding the
S ome
Mormon Pioneers is available, but
again is tantalizingly sparse. This
advance party consisted of 143 men, 3
women, and 2 children, and there are
descriptions of men dancing with each
other along the way, performing
"pigeon wings and other figures."
Brigham Young, feeling that card
playing, profanity, dancing and other
frivolities had gotten somewhat out of
hand along the trail, sternly rebuked
the party, reportedly saying in part:
"Suppose the angels were witnessing
the hoedown the other evening . . .
would they not be ashamed?" In
speaking of the dance, he said: "They
will hoe down all, turn summersets,
dance on their knees...."
The date was May 29, 1847, and the
term hoedown was even then in
common usage. What was it? Why, a
dance on the green, a dance which would
"hoe down" the grass or whatever else
was underfoot, and a dance in which
each dancer strove to outlast, or "hoe
down," the other dancers.
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The Mormons, well-disciplined
and working fora common goal, sang
and danced their way westward to
Utah, where they have been singing
and dancing since. Until the advent
of the "modern" or contemporary
square dance in which conformity
has stifled old or regional styles and
novelty has driven the old dances out
of sight and mind, the traditional
American square dance probably
survived in its purest state in the Salt
Lake country, and some elements of
the early pioneer dance must surely
survive there.
1849 was "the year of madness,"
when gold fever turned the eastern
states hysterical and vast masses of
people from all over the nation set
forth to make their fortunes in
California. There was a good deal of
socializing along the trail, and there
are many mentions of dances —
although again, no descriptions of the
dances. With people from all the
states and regions on the trail, there
must have been a curious and exciting
American Square Dance, August I99N

mixture of patterns and styles. An
occasional hint about the dances
comes through in a journal or a
diary. We may safely assume that
quadrilles, contras, even running
sets were enjoyed. There may have
been some couple dances or a few
simple rounds, depending, of course,
upon the religious austerity of the
particular group involved, for many
grandsons of the Puritans were
among those westering. Preachers
outnumbered dance callers and
fiddlers, and there were undoubtedly more Bibles than dancers along
the whole California Trail.
The Wagon Train people were, for
the most part, agricultural people
(until gold fever attracted every sort of
occupation and person) — simple,
steadfast, moral, more often illiterate
than lettered. They were a rather
uncomplex people, with simple tastes
and a simple culture. Their dances
undoubtedly were simple and, except
for the basic square formation of the
quadrilles, would probably be totally
alien to today's modern dancer and
caller. The dancing was undoubtedly
crude, unpolished, sloppy, but fun!
The people danced for enjoyment and
relaxation, showing off their individual styles, doing their best to "hoe
down" all other dances. The floors
were prairie sod, mountain meadows,
river banks. The music was most often
a fiddle, although guitars and flutes
are often mentioned, along with
mandolins, "bones," and an occasional
harmoneum. A journal dated July 16,
1846, comments: "We formed lines for
a dance." Another journal of 1851
notes: "There was feasting and waltzing." Costumes were workaday farm
American Square Dance. August I Y98

and work clothes that had been worn
at home, plus some new Spanish styles
such as the broad-brimmed hat or
Mexican-style boots or a guitar which,
via Missouri, had somehow found its
way from Santa Fe or Taos to the
Green River or Salt Lake country.
1851 found dancing flourishing in
the Southwest, in Utah, and in
California and Oregon, or wherever
else Pacific settlements were formed;
but except in these places the two
prime requirements of widespread
dancing— womenfolk and established
settlements — still were lacking.
People were still transients, and the
frontier dance remained a transient
dance, a random mixture or succotash
of many eastern American patterns,
with touches of the Spanish or the
French. No western regionalism, styles
or combinations could yet appear,
except perhaps in a tentative way in
Utah and Pacific States, and the vast
problems besetting the travelers, even
by 1855, were so serious and demanding that there was no time for
formation of an organized, complex,
consistent dance development.
All of this was about to change.
The trails were by now well-known
and well-marked, the overland journey beginning to be almost routine.
Two things would bring about settlements with womenfolk in them, and so
bring the Frontier Dance to quick and
full flower: the discovery that the
"Great American Desert" could be
farmed, and the Pikes Peak Gold
Rush. The seeds of the dance had
been planted, and in 1859 they really
began to sprout!
This concludes our series on The
Covered Wagon Era.
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HEMLINE

We regret that there will be no column for this month. Phyllis's Mom is
seriously ill. We wish her the best and
hope her Mom recovers quickly.
Until next month, HAPPY DANCING AND CREATIVE SEWING!!!

Mugrage

by Phyllis

Please send your comments, questions, or suggestions to:
Phyllis Mugrage, 458 Lois Lane,
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284

NEW LINE OF MSWIONS
Orders Available from these shops

CALIFORNIA
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats
8331 Pinecrest Drive
Redwood Valley. CA 95470
(800) 468-6423
httpl/Www.squareshop.corn
Free Swatches, Flyers
SQUARE D FASHIONS
5821 Auburn Blvd , Ste 5
Sacramento. CA 95841-1 20 7
(916) 344-0346

NEW YORK
SHIRLEY'S
Rt 9-D Box 423. Dept. A
Hughsonville. NY 12537
Square Dance Patterns
Send S1.00 for Brochure

NORTH CAROLINA

TEXAS

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
7215 W. Irving Park Road
Chicago, IL 60634

CIRCLE W
250 Kinston Hwy
Richlands, NC 28574
Phone: (910) 324-6800
Mail Services-MasterCard-Visa

THE CATCHALL
2310 Brook Hollow Drive
Wchita Falls. TX 76308-2206
Square & Round Dance Regalia
Immediate Mail Order Service
Call (940) 692-8814

KANSAS

SOUTH CAROLINA

BIT SID & WESTERN WEAR
635 E 47th St
S. Wichita, KS 67216
2 blk. W of 1-35 Trnk, Exit 42
(316) 522-6670, Closed Sun/Mon
All New First Line Apparel

THE SQUARE DANCERS CLOSET
Marilyn Adams
2012 Warren CI
N. Augusta, SC 29841
(800) 476-2008 / (803) 279-3687
Send for FREE Catalogue

ILLINOIS

WASHINGTON
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
14523 Highway 99 #1
Lynnwood, WA 98037
Toll Free (800) 34.4-3262
Describe it, we'll find it

no you want to list your shop?
Write or (ball for details today.
Nothing creates a firmer belief in heredity than having a good-looking child.
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CALLERLAB
VIEWPOINTS

Why We Do What We
Do ... An Overview of
CALLERLAB
by Laurel Eddy-Moseley

Often we hear the question, "Why is CALLERLAB doing this?"
It is important that each member of the square dance community,
whether railer, dancer, cucr, or teacher, understand the reason for
CALLERLAB actions and the motivating forces behind
CALLERLAB Board of Governors responses to concerns facing
our activity today.
CALLERLAB is a democratic organization made up of more
than 2,000 square dance callers from
around the world. CALLERLAB is the
International Square Dance Callers
Association. The membership of CALLERLAB ranges from new callers with
only a few years experience who are
trying to learn about and understand
our activity, to the "legends" of square
dancing who have helped to mold and
shape modern square dancing into
what it is today. Most work of the

tee, that requires that you call the
Advanced Program, in order to insure
integrity in decisions when dealing
with our activity. Partners are a vital
part of CALLERLAB and there is a
Partners Committee to help address
needs and contributions of this group.
A primary goal of CALLERLAB is to
provide a consistency throughout the
square dance activity. CALLERLAB
believes that square dancing is a
social, recreational and
physical activity. Friend46
• • .CALLERLAB
ship set to music. It is our
to continue to enBoard of Governors be- goal
hance these beliefs by the
lieves in democracy actions taken by the genmembership and the
and the importance of eral
Board of Governors.
each member sharing
Many people miss the
important
aspect of CALLa voice."
ERLAB. That is that callers who are actively inorganization takes place in commit- volved in CALLERLAB are the true
tees that function democratically to organization. CALLERLAB is only as
insure that each member has a voice effective as it is allowed to be by its
in the decision making process. Some membership and other participants in
committees have special require- square dancing. CALLERLAB has no
ments, such as the Advanced Commit- desire to "dictate to the masses"
American Square Dance, August 1998
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The "Red Rock Ramblers" of Lyons, Colorado - 1998
Announce Their 40th Season of Summer Saturday Square Dances
*(Sunday 9/6 - Labor Day (Plus) Rounds 2PM, Squares 2:30 - 5PM)
Every Saturday Elem. Gym, e/Stickney, Lyons (Rounds 7: 4 5; Squares 8:15PM)
Aug 1 - Dan Nordbye, AZ
8 - Mike Sikorsky, AZ

Sept 5 • John Kwaiser/Dan Nordbye
'Sun 6 - Dan Nordbye (Plus)

15 - Shane Greer, AZ
92 - Dean Derierman NF
29 • Dee Dee Dougherty, MN/AZ

Rounds between each tip - $8.00 per couple donation - Info (303) 823-6692
Our 401h Season in Honor of Mr. La Verne who passed away 12/7/97

for dictating's sake. Therefore, three
important factors determine all actions of the CALLERLAB membership and the Board of Governors.
They are professionalism, a debt of
gratitude, and democratic ideals.
These three factors are the motivating forces of the Board of Governors
and help to define actions the Board of
Governors takes. Although each Board
member has an individual opinion on a
matter, he or she looks at the issue
with these three principles in mind
before making a stand on any issue.
The actions of the Board of Governors
are carried out so that rational
thinking and sound decision making
are the main focus instead of emotionalism and personality.
Each member of CALLERLAB and
the Board of Governors is a professional in the square dance industry.
The Board, as a group of professionals, is therefore looking toward the
future of the square dance activity.
By removing the personal involvement, Board decisions are based on
perceived needs and desires of all
participants in our activity. There is
a personal accountability to our
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profession, our dancers, and the
general public who may eventually
join the square dance movement.
This accountability is important to
validate actions taken by the Board
of Governors.
Secondly, the members of the
Board of Governors each owe a debt of
gratitude to square dancing. Callers
realize how square dancing has
enhanced their lives, just as dancers
realize how their lives, too, have been
enhanced. There is a true feeling of
indebtedness to an activity that can
bring such joy, happiness, companionship, interaction, and sociability to our
lives. The Board of Governors wants to
conduct business to maximize this
debt of gratitude of members and
participants in the activity to insure its
survival and prosperity. Actions taken
by the Board are geared to increase
participation, not only in America, but
also overseas as well. CALLERLAB is
truly an international association
meeting the needs of dancers in a
variety of situations. The Board feels a
sense of duty to uphold these various
needs by being open-minded, realistic
and forthright. Because the Board feels
American Square Dance, August 1998

Eagle Records
"Music Made For Dancing"
New Releases on Eagle
EAG -3202 - Oklahoma by Robert Ferguson
EAG-3405 - Sweet Nothings by SusanElaine
EAG-3406 - Left Right Out Of Your Heart by SusanElaine
EAG-3501 - Chantilly Lace by Steve Brown
New Releases on Golden Eagle
GE -0032 - My Little Girl by Dick Duckham
GE-0033 - Ebony Eyes by Ellen Brunner
GE-0034 - C'est La Vie by Guest Artist Ken Bower
GE-0035 - Gospel Medley by Dick Duckham

Eagle Productions
(Eagle & Golden Eagle)
Scott A. English, Studio Engineer
Deb Peel-Barrand, Production Manager
301 Fieldcrest Drive, Angola, IN 46703-1317
Phone/Fax: (219) 665-5095

a personal sense of involvement in the
square dance movement, they are more
in tune to differing problems, concerns,
and needs of our constituents.
Lastly, the CALLERLAB Board of
Governors believes in democracy and
the importance of each member
sharing a voice in CALLERLAB
decisions. By taking the time to share
your feelings with the Board of
Governors, you are serving as the
CALLERLAB organization. Without
input from many members, the decision making process may be skewed.
Each member of CALLERLAB has the
right and privilege to share opinions
with the Board of Governors and to
select members of the Board through
the yearly election process. Each vote
taken by the Board is done democratically with a simple majority rule. All
Board members accept and comply
with the majority decision, even if they
personally disagree with that decision.
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Without this type of commitment on
the part of the Board members and the
general membership, CALLERLAB
actions become null and void.
CALLERLAB is an organization that
truly has the future of the activity in
mind. Because of this, actions taken
may currently look unrelated, irrelevant, and irresponsible. That is not the
case. There are factors which influence
the Board of Governors and each
member of the square dance community is welcome to share their input with
the Board. By sharing your views, you
open new possibilities to solutions to
current challenges and create more
awareness of positions and attitudes in
the "field." Take the time to contact the
Board of Governors of the Home Office
of CALLERLAB whenever you have a
concern or suggestions. Help CALLERLAB meet the demanding needs of a
changing society by enhancing our
square dance activity. lb
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ADVANCED
CHALLENGE

by

Ed Poote

CORRECT TERMINOLOGY
The following question was sent
in by a caller: "From parallel waves, I
called 'Box Counter Rotate', meaning
I wanted the centers to do the call. A
dancer said this was not correct.
Who is right?"
The dancer is right. An ocean
wave has three boxes: there is a
center box of four and there are two
adjacent boxes of four. If a caller
merely says "Box Circulate" or "Box
Counter Rotate," the dancers have
no idea which box the caller is
referring to: does the caller want
each of the two adjacent boxes of four
to do the call, or does the caller want
only the center box to do the call? No
one knows.
There is an easy solution. If the
caller wants each box of four to do the
call, the word "Split" preceding the call
says exactly what the caller wants. If
the caller prefers not to use the word
"Split," then the phrase "each box of
four", designates the same thing.
If the caller wants only the centers
to do the call, the correct terminology
is "centers Box Circulate" or "center
box of four Box Circulate," or even just
"centers Circulate." The same is true
with Counter Rotate.

This terminology confusion has
been around a long time. Somehow
callers got the idea that since we have
the word "Split," therefore if the word
"Box" is used it automatically means
the center box. Not so!
A statement which has been around
for at least two decades puts it plainly:
"All splits are boxes, but not all boxes
are splits." The caller is responsible
for using clear terminology, and the
dancers are correct in objecting when
the terminology is not clear.
Recycle & Sweep 1/4: This combination is interesting in that it is an
illegal use of material that has
become widely accepted.
Since Recycle is an individual
person no-hands call, and is not done
as a couple, Sweep 1/4 after Recycle is
not legal. However, because many
dancers incorrectly join hands as they
do the call, it feels like a couples call at
the end, so the callers call Sweep 1/4
and the dancers do it.
Unfortunately, Recycle & Sweep 1/4
is shown in note services and is used
on records, so most callers do not even
realize that this use is illegal, and thus
it has become "accepted." Nevertheless, it's still illegal. as,

The best way to get a person's head out of the clouds
and to put his feet on the ground
is to place some heavy responsibility upon his shoulders.
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The Parrot
David received a parrot for his
birthday. This parrot was fully grown
with a bad attitude and terrible
vocabulary. Every other word was an
expletive. Those that weren't expletives were, to say at the least, rude.
David tried hard to change the bird's
attitude. He was constantly saying
polite words and playing soft music.
He did anything he could think of.
Nothing worked. When he yelled at
the bird, the bird got worse. If he shook
the bird, the bird got madder, and
ruder. Finally in a moment of desperation, David put the parrot in the
freezer. For a few moments he heard
the bird squawking, kicking and

screaming and then suddenly, there
was quiet.
David was frightened that he might
have actually hurt the bird and quickly
opened the freezer door. The parrot
calmly stepped out onto David's
extended arm and said "I'm sorry that
I might have offended you with my
language and actions, so I ask for your
forgiveness. I will endeavor to correct
my behavior."
David was astounded at the bird's
change in attitude and was about to
ask what had changed him when the
parrot continued "May I ask what the
chicken did?"
Thanks to David Cox
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Free

I

Complimentary Magazines

I
To introduce all our square and round dance friends to

American Square Dance Aflagazine
Fill in the form below and wail at least 45 days prior to date needed.
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Address
City

State

Zip

I
I
I
I

Name of Club/Association
Number of copies

Date when needed
Mail to: American Square Dance Magazine - PO Box 777 - N Scituate, RI 02857-0777; I
I
Phone (401) 647-9688 or e-mail ASDMAGfi(loa.com.
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The Saying On The Back Of The Flyer
"A flyer is a flyer, is a flyer." "You've seen one you've seen them all." Well, that
is not quite true but the fact is there is only so much you can do with a flyer. The
caller, the place, the date and time are mandatory. Options include the name of
the band if you have live music, the round dance cuer if you have one, a special
theme and maybe something about refreshments (pie night for example). Add in
a little clip art and what you get is your basic generic square dance flyer.
In order to generate more interest in our flyers we decided to add a clever
saying to them. At the present time we put the saying on the back but we are
considering squeezing it onto the front with the rest of the information. People
enjoy them so I thought I would share a few with your readers.

It is our wish, it's our desire
That you should read this silly flyer.
Come dance with us and have a great time
First "Pass thru," then "Bend the Line."
I do not mean to be abrupt
If you ask me, our youth's corrupt!
All they know is "Go man go,"
It's time they learned to "Do-si-do!"
(1 think that complaint has been around a long time).

Why not do something really smart?
Get your weekend off to a great start!
Come dance with us!
Don't you grumble and don't complain,
Head ladies center for a "teacup chain"
Rock and roll is here to stay
At least that's what the people say.
But not for me No, I say nay.
Let them rock around the clock
I'd rather have a "Yellow Rock"
Men are from Mars, Women from Venus.
How did these planets get in-between us?
Forget the stars and the comets too,
Take her by the hand do an "Eight Chain Thru!"
(How is this for an outrageous lie?)

The Riviera •is in the south of France.
Have just as much fun, come to our dance!
Woman's lib won't go away
They want things done a whole new way.
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So many new rules we will have to learn
Meantime: give the girl a "Courtesy Turn."
So what if your partner is an ornery cuss,
Who likes to mumble and loves to fuss.
You can still have fun, come dance with us.
(Notice it doesn't say if you should bring the ornery cuss with you or leave 'ern at home.)

It is with great disdain we must explain
This poem wasn't written by Mark Twain.
There is a writer out there somewheres
Who uses the name of Country Squares
She is sort of rowdy, she won't behave
She is not related to Burma Shave
Come dance with us and "Trade the Wave"
We are not ashamed, it's no disgrace,
This message comes from outer space!
They have traveled far, past many stars,
Past Pluto, Neptune, Jupiter and Mars.
So here is the message from the alien crew
Come to our dance and do a "Star Thru."
You can stay home and work on the car
You can go out and visit a bar.
But if you're looking for a little romance
Invite your partner to come to our dance!
I hope you read this little rhyme
Come to our dance for a really good time.
But on the way you better warn her
Not to get me for her corner!
Put on your coat and grab the old goat
Come to our dance and "Load the Boat."
Her husband shows her such devotion
He does the housework with no commotion
Too bad he moves in such slow motion
Come dance with us and "Pass the Ocean"
You have been together for many years.
Remember the good times, forget the tears.
Come dance with us, "Spin Chain the Gears"
Country Squares
Our thanks to Kenneth M. Reiss Jr., St. Louis, Missouri ip
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SUPREME AUDIO / HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE
CALLER EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND AWARDS
The Supreme Audio / Hanhurst's Tape Service Scholarship Fund for
caller education was established by Bill and Peggy Heyman to enable both
new and experienced callers to further their professional caller education
by attending a Caller's College providing a full CALLERLAB curriculum.
It is with particular pleasure that Supreme Audio announces that the
following individuals are the recipients of partial scholarships for 1998:
Fred Walker, Salem, IL; Bill Baritompa, Lyttelton, New Zealand; Otis P.
Lutz, Melbourne, FL; Dennis McLouth, Flagstaff, AZ; Don Yosten, PA; Bob
Lafleur, MA.
They will all be attending Caller's Colleges taught by highly-qualified
caller coaches during the summer and fall of 1998. To date, forty-two partial
scholarships have been awarded to new and experienced callers attending
caller's colleges in the U.S.A. and overseas.

'Engli8h Mountain
Retreat
SEND FOR OUR 1998 SCHEDULE
Aug. 2 - 7: Tony Oxendine, Jerry Story and Larry
Letson. Rounds by Jim & Priscilla Adcock.
Aug. 16 - 21: Scotty Sharrer and Frank Gatrell.
Rounds by Dick & Pat Winter.
Aug. 30 - Sept. 4: Chuck Myers and Gary Shoemake.
A-1 Teaching Week
Are you planning to take an A-1 class this year?
This will help!
SEND FOR BROCHURE NOW!!!
ENGLISH MOUNTAIN RETREAT
423 / 453-0171
I096 ALPINE DR., SEVIERVILLE, TN 37876
CHECK OUR WEB SITE & E-MAIL WWW.ENGLISHMOUNTAIN.COM
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CONTRA OF THE QUARTER
Yona Chock, Chairman of the Contra and Traditional Dance Committee, is pleased to announce that the committee has chosen
THE BELLES OF AUBURN as the Contra Dance of the Quarter
for the period to July 1, to October 31, 1998.
THE BELLES OF AUBURN
The BELLES OF AUBURN is an original dance by Roger Knox, invented on
the spot in Auburn, New York, while he was trying to recall another dance.
MUSIC: "Maple Leaf Jig" or "Hold the Mustard Jig", on the Hold the
Mustard HTM IL.
FORMATION: Improper Duple (Couples 1, 3, 5, etc., crossed over).
Beats of Music:
1-8--,

Description of Dance
Sashay down with the next below. Actives step into
the middle of the set and stand back-to-back facing the
ones below. Join both hands and slide down the set.
Away from the caller.

9-16—,

Sashay back to place.

17-32---,

Balance and Swing the same one. Balance forward
and back (4 beats). Then swing for 12 beats. End facing down with the ladies on the gents right in a line of
four. Join hands.

33-40---,

Down the center four in line, wheel as a couple.

41-48--,

Four in line come back to place and bend the line to
face across.

49-64—,

Same two ladies chain over and back.

Petiteid, Pelee RaoIra aad Sao&a,
Squares • Rounds • Country Western • Clogging
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69
Nicholasville, Kentucky 40340-0069
Message or Fax Call Toll Free 24 Hours
Office
USA (800) 882-3262
and
Customer Service
Canada (800) 292-2623
(606) 885-9440
Local or Intl (606) 885-9235
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Are You A Badge Wearer
Or A Club Member?
by Roger Owings
The Webster dictionary defines
"member" as a "person who has been
admitted to the responsibilities and
the privileges of an association or
enterprise." Are you a club member ...
or just a badge wearer? Do you
wholeheartedly and enthusiastically
accept and join in the functions of your
club? Usually your enjoyment of the
dancing is enhanced through your
personal involvement.
What are some of the responsibilities you should be willing to accept
when joining a club? Probably number
one is just "be there." Your consistent
attendance is a sign of your loyalty. Be
there with a smile-not only on your
face, but also in your heart. Be an
enthusiastic host making everyone
feel welcome.
Support your club financially. Survival depends upon financial support
of each and every member in consistent attendance. Your attire as well as
your conduct should uphold the very
best of square dance standards.
Your willingness and availability to

volunteer whenever needed in whatever capacity — refreshments, as an
angel at the class, transportation
arrangements, and so forth. Excuses
of inexperience are not valid. As a first
timer, your newness will bring fresh
ideas and a chance to try what others
have been reluctant to try. Of course,
there are always people available to
guide you in the right direction,
Don't be afraid of being a leader.
Acceptance of responsibilities is a
sure sign of being a member, wearing
a multiple number of badges proves
nothing. Dedication, enthusiasm, the
ability to communicate and a willingness to respect the opinions and
talents of others are all signs of being
a member.
Enjoy being a member. Actually,
being one isn't very difficult. Participation is probably the prime quality that
identifies you as a member. The
rewards may surprise you!
Federation of Delaware Valley
Square and Round Dancers,
Fed-Fax, September 1996

ti HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN TO RENEW
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE?
PLEASE CHECK YOUR LABEL!
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American Square Dance Products
ITEMS for CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGEILS
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
$4.99 DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK
$10.99
.... $.25 EACH ... 100 - $22.50
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)........$5.99
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS
$10.99 CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
BURELSON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA
$29.95
.... $.25 EACH ... 100 - $22.50
CALLER/CUER CONTRACTS (20 PK)
S8.50••
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (399 page text)
$14.99
DI residents odd 7% sales •ax
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
$699
CLIP ART (Sketches, paste-up)
$6.99
CLIP ART Ion 3.5 HD disks 175 images•
$15.99
Shipping & Handling
CLIP ART 2 (All different)
$7.99
$1.00 $4.99
$2.50
CLIP ART 2 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images•
$20.99
CLIP ART 3 (All different)
$7.99
$9.99
$3.75
$5.00 CLIP ART 3 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images•
$20.99
$4.25
$10.00
$19.99
CLOGGING (Basic book)
$4.99
$20.00 - $40.00
$6.00
DBD & TOUGH PLUS
$5.99
$41.00 - $60.00
$8.00
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D
$7.99
$61.00 - $100.00
$12.00
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S/ material)
$6.99
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations)
$3.99
Foreign orders shipped via Air
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons)
$4.99
Mail only - postage will be
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS
$2.99
added when shipped.
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History)
$3.99
** Includes Shipping & Handling
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING (Diagrams) $1.99
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
$3.99
MUSIC & TIMING
$10.99
PARTY LINE (After party ideas)
$6.99
Allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery
PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams)
$1.99 Due to the proliferation of copying devices,
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP
$4.99
it is impossible to issue refunds on book
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules)
$6.99
orders, unless the book is defective.
SETS IN ORDER
BASIC/MAINSTREAM HANDBOOK
$1.50
PLUS MOVEMENTS
$1.00
INDOCTRINATION HANDBOOK
$.75
SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better promotion)
$8.99
MasterCard
SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines)
$7.99
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family)
$3.99
WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped)
$5.99
WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style)
$5.99
WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship)
$10.99
•pc-compatible, images are pcx format and are supplied in
a self-extracting file designed for Windows. DOS version
available upon request.

WM'

ORDER FROM : AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE
PO BOX 777, N. SCITUATE, RI 02857-0777
Phone: (401) 647-9688 FAX: (401) 647-3227
August office hours: M-F 9AM to 3PM EST
E-mail asdmag@loa.com Internet: http://www.dosido.com

Due to unfortunate circumstances, Burleson's
Square Dance Encyclopedia updates for 1996 &
1997 have been delayed. We sincerely apologize
for any inconvenience this may cause.
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CALLERS GUIDE FOR HANDLING MISTAKES
RESULTING IN LAUGHTER
This is a difficult subject to write
about. The reason for this difficulty is
because I regard myself, (after 40
years), as being, well let's admit it, one
really terrific square dance caller. The
fact that I'm the only one that feels that
way has no bearing on this subject.
Naturally when making this claim, writing about mistakes that may start a
whole hall full of dancers roaring with
laughter at said caller is "difficult."
In my defense let it be stated that I
so seldom make a mistake that when I
do, it's usually a beauty. As my saucy
wife sometimes says, "just opening
your mouth is a BIG mistake." Having
made that admission of what I call a
choreographic mental error, I would
like to advise callers of the time-tested
methods to handle a hall full of dancers laughing at a ridiculous and obvious caller mistake, which makes said
caller feel like a buffoon.
1st.) Use the innocent look. This
requires a certain amount of practice

"JOHN'S NOTES
1)11

Monthly Note Service

CALLER COLLEGES - 1998
with Wayne Morvent

For The Caller Who Cares

(Accredited Caller Coach)

by

John & Linda Saunders

Ii

Accredited Caller Coaches
Choreo Basic C-t, Singing Call Review, Contras.
Lines, Partners Review and Much. Much More..
34 YEARS of calling experience to share. Don't
delay .
New for the busy caller. Try our monthly note
service on tapes.
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY
101 Cedar Dunes. New Smyrna Beach. FL 32169
Telephone: (904) 428-1496. e-mail: johnnyse6Peol.com
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in front of a mirror. Eyes wide open,
eyebrows raised with mouth agape,
manage a surprised innocent look.
This will stop about 10% of the crowd
who is basically sympathetic and are
not really sure it's the callers' fault.
2nd.) Use the "it's not really my
fault" excuse. Practice sounding sincere, let a tear roll down your cheek.
Do not, I repeat, do not join in the
laughter! Of course this won't stop the
laughter but it may slow a few.
3rd.) Confuse with special researched vocabulary memorized and
kept for this kind of emergency. Example, "the choreographic complexity of that formation caused an aberration of my general cognitive abilities." This will stop about 5% of the
more cerebral dancers as they wonder
what that means.
4th.) The outrageous alibi. My favorite, and it's only good once for anyone group of people is, "I am not the
announced caller, merely a clever im-

Woodville, TX

Sept. 13 - 18
(with Wade Driver)
Information: Wayne Morvent
Phone/FAX: (409) 385-5222
328 Stones Throw Dr, Silsbee, TX 77656
e-mail: Wmorvent@aol.com
American Square Dance, August I99N

poster named John Smith." This may
stop another 100!0 of the dancers as
they begin to look at you with that
"he's really weird" expression. Unfortunately, this will restart the dancers
who may have stopped laughing and
cause others to start pounding each
other on the back and wiping tears
from their eyes.
5th.) The most onerous method, admit mistake. However, extracting a
promise can mitigate this from dancers. I use the following scientifically
researched method: Announce to all,
"okay, I goofed, but one out of three, or
two out of five (or whatever the number of calls done correctly), really aren't
bad folks." Then ask them to raise their
hands and solemnly promise to keep
the mistake a secret. Use ample volume
as this may engender more hilarity.
Last but not least, wallow in the
sympathy that some more civilized
dancers will demonstrate. Examples:
"Tee hee, it wasn't that bad!" (hugs accepted graciously). "Ho ho, you are a
real clown, you nut you," (Accept as a
complement). And lastly "Haw haw haw,
(clap on back). One of these days you
might just make it." (Manage a grin and
hope your admirer has a short memory)
Just remember, if you don't make any
mistakes, wake up, you must be dreaming!
Don Niva,1200 Douglas Trail,
Madison, WI. 53716-3210
(608) 222-8857%

THREE R's
Recently Released Records
Now Available
Information supplied by
Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com

RB 3070
Mikes Romp, Hoose
Best Things In Life Are Free,
McCullar
BM 192
39 And Holding, Williamson
RB 3073
I Will Follow Him (New Label),
Slaby
ABC 3
Look At Us, Williamson
RB 3074
The Ballad Of Jed Clampett, Greer.... Q 922
Swing Low, Oxendine
RYL 233
Your Cheating Heart, Shoemake CRC 114
Bear Tracks, Oxendine/Story
RYL 320
Over & Over Again, McDonald
HE 5216
The Cows Came Home, Sprosty SG 704
HH 5216
Pictures, Miller
Whoop Square It Is, Robertson
LM 210
I Just Want To Dance With You,
Garvey
ELK 041
The Sheik of Araby, Wykoff .......
BS 2448
Boogie Fever, Wells
LM 209
I Just Want To Dance With You,
Su mmerlin
4-B 6138
I Just Want To Dance With You,
Garvey
HE 5220
I Wonder Where You Are Tonight,
Lowe/Russell
Q 923
Do You Want To Dance, Wood
LM 208
Old Joe Jr./Handy
BM 1018
Good Woman Blues, Lowe
Q924
You Always Hurt The One You Love,
Eubanks
BM 148

Ara you looking for a different
gift for that special someone?
Give them a subscription to
American Square Dance Magazine.
American Square Dance, August 1995
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Club/Guest Caller-Cuer
Contract Forms
Available for Club Programmers,
Callers and Cuers

CALIAS 0
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A packet of 20 3-part contract forms costs only $8 50.

— no.

Make checks payable to: ASD

CLIP OUT FORM BELOW AND MAIL
WITH YOUR CHECK TO:
ASD
PO Box 777 N Satuote, RI 02857
Please FORWARD

Amount Enclosed: $

PACKET(s) containing Contract forms ($8.50 per packet includes

postage and handling) to:
NAME

ADDRESS:
STREET/PO BOX it
CITY/TOWN

STATE/ZIP CODE

Now Available from American Square Dance
Square Dance Clip Art Diskettes

Clip Art 1
Clip Art 3
Clip Art 2
200 images on 3.5 HD
175 images on 3.5 HD
200 images on 3.5 HD
$15.99
$20.99
$20.99
*All 3 sets contain different images
Contact ASD at (401) 647-9688
or mail to ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857
Refer to ad on page 83 for ordering information.
American

Square Dance, August 1998

LINE OF FIRE
TAKE AIM AT ANYTHING

Where Do All The Dancers Go?
A group of new dancers were me and asked me why I hadn't taught
recently graduated and were anxious them ALL the moves?
to attend their first SQUARE DANCE.
The new dancers were hit with
What do you suppose they encoun- "Announced Plus Tips," at a Maintered on that first night?
stream dance. I was asked to call one
I'll tell you what they encountered. of these tips but begged off because the
They were hit with calls that were not dance was advertised as Mainstream.
on any program. They were hit with two The new dancers came to me and
Plus tips at an advertised Mainstream asked what was this that these people
dance. They were hit with two rounds were dancing? After I explained to
between tips. They were hit with the them what it was, they then asked me
same charge at the door as were all the how come I hadn't taught it to them?
other people, but yet they couldn't They then asked me when I would be
dance the entire dance. They were hit teaching this to them. I then explained
with frustration at calls that were called to them that it was recommended that
way too fast for even the experienced they dance for at least one year before
dancer to keep up with. They were hit continuing on to the next program.
with even more frustration after they The new dancers were confused and
realized that in order for them to be able frustrated again!
to dance an entire dance that they
The new dancers were also hit that
would have to endure and survive rust night with their first glimpse of
another set of lessons even though they round dancing between tips. Don't get
had been told that they were "BONA me wrong, rounds between tips if done
FIDE SQUARE DANCERS."
right, are a good break between tips. Yet
I know that this story is true because again, the new dancers were confused!
I was there. There were two callers at
We work hard to get new dancers to
this event and I was one of them. I saw take SQUARE DANCE lessons. We tell
and heard the other caller use Substi- them that in twenty short weeks they will
tute and Cross Trail Thru. Neither of be able to go out and enjoy this great
these two moves are on the Mainstream activity. We push them, we pull them and
Program. Callers make mistakes. I the ones that are lucky enough to survive
have made mistakes, but this particular are graduated as SQUARE DANCERS.
caller after being informed that the We encourage them to attend dances
moves were not on the program, and join our clubs but we regulate them
continued to use them anyway. The new to second class members by not allowing
dancers were confused! They came to them to dance an entire dance. We
American Square Dance, August 1998
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Steve & Debbie Kopman
December 11, 1998 - December 21, 1998

M/S Norwegian Dynasty
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Features Include:
Ten nights aboard the M/S Norwegian Dynasty, Square Dancing,
All meals, snacks, midnight buffets and 24 hour room service.
Entertainment nightly. A Private Cocktail Reception.

Ports of Call:
Honolulu, Ohau, Kona, Hawaii, Cruise the Pacific to Polynesian Island,
Christmas Island, Kiribati, Cruise back to Hawaiian Islands, Hilo, Hawaii,
Lahaina, Maui, Nawlilwili, Kaui, Honolulu, Oahu.
Inside Staterooms: $1599* • Outside Staterooms: $1999*
Prices include cruise for 10 days, port charges and government taxes.
Discount airfares available and take a third person for $800.
•Based on double occupancy

For more information or reservations contact:
Deborah Kopman: 1305 Whitower Drive, Knoxville, TN 37919
(423) 691-1580 or (800) 251-2027 (office) or s.kopman@juno.com
Send name, address and deposit to: Steve Kopman.
A deposit of $250 p/p confirms your cabin.

confuse them, we frustrate them, and in
the process we lose our best sales people
who are the new dancers themselves.
They are not going to encourage their
friends to take lessons because they
NOW know that it will take too long in
order to be able to dance an entire dance.
You know what these new dancers
said to me that really got my attention?
They told me they were upset over
something that I had never thought
about until now. They were upset
because they paid the same amount as
everyone else! The paid the same
amount at the door. They pay the same
amount in club dues and yet they are
being FORCED to sit out a great portion
88

of the dance! If you don't believe this is
true, then I challenge you to get a stop
watch and time the amount of DOWN
time you would encounter if you were a
new dancer going to todays dances. It
will surprise you!
Why do we continue to do this to our
new people? When are we going to
learn what we are doing? When are we
going to realize that we are alienating
our new dancers and as a result,
loosing our best sales people for our
activity? While we continue to do
nothing, SQUARE DANCING continues to die! WAKE UP!

Vernon Jones
Poolville, Texas
American Square Dance, August 199N
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AMERICAN FriSQUARE DANCE
'The Internatinal Magazine With The Swinging Lines'

I am a Caller El Cuer ❑ Dancer

p

New

p

Other [

12 issues $20.00

El Renewal

24 issues

$35.00
sub total

RI resident - sales tax - add 7%
Canada- Mexico postage+$5.00 each yr
Foreign postage+$14.00+ each yr
Total (U.S. Funds Only)
vbreign subscriptions sent via airmail.
ACCOUNT # (from label)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP
PHONE #

I1
CARD #
EXPIRES: MM YR MC VISA AMX
Your Signature
I was referred by a friend Their subscription number is:
New subscriptions or renewals start with the next issue IF we receive this completed fora on or before the 10th of the =pa

(Offer void offer 2/99)
All subscriptions are non-transferable and non-refundable. We are not responsible for non-delivery. Post Office does
not forward periodicals unless subscriber pays postage; contact local Post Office for details. Price subject to change.
Send to:

ASD, PO BOX 777, N SCITUATE, RI 02857-0777
OR CALL: (401) 647-9688

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR AD IN THE
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE.
American Square Dance, August 199X
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What's Ahead is published to inform you about 1.151
special events throughout the world. Not for profit
Association/Federation festivals or conventions
can be listed free of charge. Included will be the
event date, name, location, and contact address
& telephone number. Mail or fax your flyer with the information to ASD.
ASD recommends you verify the accuracy with the contact provided if you
plan to attend any of these events.
NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
All National Square Dance Conventions
begin the Wednesday preceeding the last
Saturday of June.
'99 (481°) - Indianapolis, Indiana
'00 (491°) - Baltimore, Maryland
'01 (50th) - Anaheim, California
'02 (51") - Saint Paul, Minnesota
CANADIAN SQ / RD CONVENTIONS
All Canadian Square and Round Dance
Conventions are held on even-numbered
years and begin on the third Thursday of
July and end on the following Saturday.
'00 (12'°) - Vancouver, British Columbia
'02 (13') - Saint John, New Brunswick
AUGUST
7-9 WEST VIRGINIA - 27th S,R & Clogging Convetion, Buckhannon, WV. Info:
Terry Morris, Rt 1 Box 201, Newport,
01-1 45768; 614-374-4020 (work) 614473-1227 (home)
13-15 TENNESSEE - 24th Tennessee
State Conv, Gatlinburg, TN. Info: 24"
State Convention, Attn: Treasurer, 224
Mialaquo Circle, Loudoun, TN 37774.
Vacaton-Travel info: 800-568-4748
14-15 NORTH CAROLINA - 9th State
Cony Folk, Rd & Sq Dance Fbderaton of
N. Carolina, Raleigh, NC. Info: Ralph &
Mary Ann Kornegay, 130 Mohican Trail,
Wilmington, NC 28409; 910-392-1789
90

14-15 PENNSYLVANIA - 5" Pennsylvania S&RD Convention, State College, PA.
Info: Bill Sr Joan Flick, 103 Meadow Land,
Wallingford, PA 19086; 610-566-9082
14-15 TEXAS - Corn Husker Hoedown,
Waco, TX. Info: Woody & Jean Wogs:lard,
Drawer 9, Lorena, TX 76655; 254-8574724; e-mail PURVIS13@aol.com
14-16 MICHIGAN - 37th Michigan State
SRD Cony, Battle Creek, MI. Info: Fred
& Netty Wellman, 2812 Buglers Way, E.
Lansing, MI 48823; 517-351-5603; FAX:
517-351-3147; e-mail: Netty_Wellman
@MSN.com, or Tom & Noreen Sidnam,
616-965-4952
21-22 01110 - Cincinnati S&RD Festival,
Sharonville, OH. Callers: Red Boot Boys
and Lucy Smith. Cuers: Phil & Becky
Guenthner.
Info: www.angelfire.com/oh/csrdf or
Fred & Barb Dorsey; 513-367-2334;
e-mail: fredbarb@concentric.net
21-23 OHIO - 'gassy Konnection Rds,
Kalyu met Campground (10 m. N. of
Clarion, PA (Rt. 322). Fbaturing Ron &
Ree Rumble w/ Jim & Marianne Senecal.
Info: J&M Senecal, 2222 Prospect-Norton
Rd., Prospect, OH 43342. 614-494-2226

American Square Dance, August 1998

SEPTEMBER
4-6 CALIFORNIA - Associated Square
Dance Jamboree, Oxnard Community
Center, Oxnard, CA. Info: Del & Connie
Crane; 714-963-7354
4-6 MINNESOTA - 28" National Dan ceA-Rama, Minneapolis, MN. Info: Teddi,
612-933-0959; Cindy, 612-427-1407; or
write Loon and Lakes in '98, PO Box
48901, Minneapolis, MN 55448
4-7 VIRGINIA - Labor Day Square
Dance Weekend, Orkney Springs, VA.
Info: Katie Lee; 703-754-7676
5-7 MONTANA
Annual Knothead
Jamboree, West Yellowstone, MT. Info:
George & Betty Moore, 459 Killarney
St., Billings, MT; 406-252-4965
10-12 NEW JERSEY - Investigate '98
- 37" Delaware Valley, S&RD Convention, Cherry Hill, NJ. Info: Casey
Bradshaw, 3 109 Loudoun Dr,
Wilmington, DE 19808; 302-369-6050;
Linda Ayars 610-485-4560
16-19 SOUTH CAROLINA - 22"" Anniversary Myrtle Beach Ball, Columbia
SC. Info: Barbara Harrelson, 1604
Grays Inn Rd, Columbia SC 29210; 803731-4885; Fax 803-750-7222
17-19 GEORGIA -27" Georgia State SD
Convention, Macon, GA. Info: Watson &
Doris Coffey, 103 Pioneer Trail,
Cartersville, GA 30121; 770-382-1928;
Jack & Fran Line, 1170 Old Coach Rd.,
Stone Mountain, GA 30083; 404-294-6217

18-19 NEBRASKA - 28" Nebraska
State S&RD Convention, Hastings, NE.
Info: Bruce &Janice Tuttle, 15911 Capitol Ave, Omaha, NE 68118; 402-333-4304
18-20 UNITED KINGDOM - British National SD Cony Birmingham, England.
'Pop British Callers & Cuers. Info: Susie
Kelly, 2 Crossbridge Cotts., Thornton,
MK17 OHE UK; I 44(0)1280 816940
25-27 CALIFORNIA - 23rd Annual Fall
Festival, Victorville, CA. Info: Jim &
Georgia Stone, 7551 Buckeye St., Highland, CA 92346; 909-862-9486 or e-mail
Steven & Priscilla Rice at
ffdance@aol.com
OCTOBER
2-4 CALIFORNIA- Annual Western
Contra Dance Weekend, Solvang, CA.
Info: Leif Hetland, 9331 Oak Creek Rd,
Cherry Valley, CA 92223-5811; 908-8456359 or Clark Elliott, 3344 Quimby St.,
San Diego, CA 92106; 619-222-4078
9-10 SOUTH DAKOTA - Aces & Eights
Wild West SD Weekend, Historical
Deadwood, SD. Info: Gary & Mary
VanVleet, 333 E Sherman St, Sturgis,
SD 57785; 605-347-8106; e-mail
vanvlet@rapidnet.com
10 NEW MEXICO - Autumn Fest. Albuquerque Square Dance Center.
Kodak Alququerque Balloon Fiesta
Week. Info: Berghofers, 2008 Western
Hills NW, Rio Rancho, NM 87124; 505891-1291; e-mail WmMcA@aol.com

18 COLORADO - Buttons & Bows 50th
Anniversary Pueblo, CO. Info: Dick &
Fran Henry; 719-564-4831, Pat & Don
Fellion Fax 719-542-0167; or write 1314
Wabash, Pueblo, CO 81004. Special invitation to all friends & former members
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Please check your label.
If the word FINAL is on your label,
it's time to renew ASD.
We send renewal notices each month but sometimes
they get lost or you may have forgotten to renew.
A handy renewal form is on page 89.
16-18 INDIANA - 9th Indiana Square
Dance Convention, Muncie, IN, dancing
until Sunday 2:30pm. Info: Nelson
Burkholder, 19774 CR 142, New Paris,
IN 46553; 219-831-4553

6-8 COLORADO - Colorado Round
Dance Association 38th Annual Party
Dance, Greeley, CO. Info: Karen & John
Herr, 4535 Red Rock Dr., Larkspur, CO
80118; 303-681-3147

30-31 FLORIDA - Northeast Florida
Square and Round Dancers Association
451h Fall Festival, Jacksonville Beach,
FL. Info: John Wall, PO Box 50124, Jacksonville Beach, FL 32240; 904-241-0384;
or e-mail bigguy0831@aol.com

8 NEW JERSEY - Northern NJ SD
Assoc. 2411' Annual Mini-Festival,
Bridgewater-Raritan Middle School,
Bridgewater, NJ. Info: Sal & Mary
Alessi; 973-256-1647

NOVEMBER
6-7 SOUTH DAKOTA - Sioux Empire
Hoedown XVIII, Sioux Falls, SD. Info:
Connie & Ray Luke, 921 S. Prairie,
Sioux Falls, SD 57104; (605) 336-7745
6-7 TENNESSEE - 36th Mid South
S&RD Festival, Memphis, TN. Info: Ron
& Mary Mosbeck, 144 Rolling Oaks Dr,
Brighton, TN 38011; 901-837-2385

13-15 INDIANA - Dance Weekend at
Potawatomi Inn, near Angola, IN. Plus
level. Info: Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview
St., Livonia, MI 48154; 313-425-8447
20-21 CALIFORNIA - 2'd Annual Frolicking Fall Festival, Red Bluff, CA. Info:
Jay Thiel, 18785 Palomino Dr, Red Bluff,
CA, 96080; 530-527-3486; e-mail
jthiel@rbuhsd.k12.ca.us
FEBRUARY '99
5-6 ARIZONA - Grand Canyon State
S&RD Jamboree - The First! Mesa, AZ.
Info: Vic & Nancy 'Camber, 4326 N 29th
Place, Phoenix, AZ 85016; 602-2243707; fax 602-224-5707; e-mail vicrealty@msn.com ; We bsite
www.inficad.com/—dfarrar/gcsda/
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RECORD DEALERS
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC.
Ovcr 200,000 i6;;AilaS nt slack
Squares, Rounds, Clogging, and
Country Western Current and Oldies
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs

1404 Weavers Run Rd, West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800.227-5420

SUPREME AUDIO
HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE

H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Phone: (614) 471-3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps
From our Design or Yours
Harold & Roberta Mercer

2585 Mock Road, Columbus, OH 43219
CUSTOM 1.D. (800) 242-8430
Quality Engraving & Imprinting
Quick Delivery - Satisfaction Guaranteed
Custom badges, dangles, fun badges, etc.

Don & Loretta Hanhurst
3506 E Venice Avenue, Venice, FL 34292

The Professional Source for Square and
Round Dance Records & Equipment

NOTES FOR CALLERS

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES

Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Supremegsupreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.corn

Warren Berquam

3775 County Road 92 N, Maple Plain, MN 55359
Notes sent First Class Mail
Mainstream through A-2

MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT

PERRY'S PLACE
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69
Nicholasville, KY 40340-0069

PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874

(606) 885-9440
-ordersUS 800-882-3262 Canadian 800-292-2623
Intl. & Fax (606) 885-9235

John & Linda Saunders

SILVER STAR RECORD &
TAPE SERVICE
10 Saint Moritz Road
Winnipeg MB R2G 3J6, Canada
Phone: (204) 668-2216 Fax: (204) 668-0140

BADGES
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (847) 526-7396
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084
Home of the Original ROVER Badge
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun
Badges & Dangles Rhinestone Badges, Mini
Purses (assorted colors), much more.
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954

CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today.

PO Box 57
Westfield, MA 01086
Cost: 52.59 plus S.50 postage & handling.
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Stan & Cathie Burdick
(518) 543-8824
Write for free sample.

JOHN'S NOTES
101 Cedar Dunes Dr.
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
(904) 428-1496
Basic - C-1, with added Attractions
Monthly Service. Send for Free Sample.

CALLER LINK Australian Callers' Federation
c/o Jeff Seidel

20 Eyre Crescent
Valley View 5093 - South Australia
8-263-5023

CHOREO-WISE
David Cox, 17 Boyd Boulevard,
Medowie, 2318, NSW, AUSTRALIA
Basic through Advance
Send for FREE SAMPLE
Web site: www-ozemail.corn.au/-sdcaller

TAPE SERVICE

COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book!,
Line, Partner & Couple dances. Book II, Contin-

SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE
TAPE SERVICE
Over 90 minutes on each tape every month
Call or write for FREE Samples
Service with the 'Personal Touch'
Palomino Records Inc.
1404 Weavers Run Rd.. West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

ues on!; Book III, Photographed Turns!. Book IV,
Teacher's Manual; Book V. Line Dances Galore.
Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles &
Schottisches; Book VII, More Photographed
Turns, Book VIII, Cha Cha, Book IX, West Coast
Swing, Book X, El Garbage, Technique &
Styling, Book XI, Hot Line Dances, Book XII
Cool Line Dances. Order by number. $20 each
includes p/h, add $2 each outside USA. Kelly

FREE! SAMPLE TAPE
HANHURST"S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE
MONTHLY TAPE - 96 minutes of music!
All New S/D & R/D Music
The Continuing Choice of 1,950 Callers
Serving Callers Since 1971
A Perfect Gift for Your Caller
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
LEARN TO YODEL teach tape for SI 5 U.S.
funds. Yodeling Singing Calls tape $10 U.S.
funds. Add $3 U.S. for S/H.

Joe Uebelacker, 560 Maple Tree Cres.
RR I Fraserville, Ontario, Canada KOl I VO
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED
FOOTE. MS & Plus taught all-position to dancers
who already know the calls from standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walk thru & practice
of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding
of calls, are widely acclaimed as best on the
market. Drill tapes, dance tapes & two-couple tape
also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote,

140 McCandless Place, Wexford, PA 15090.

BOOKS
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800 different calls and
movements; $29.95 plus S6 S/H. Complete
through 1997. New Type, New Binder.

ASD BINDERS Protect your back issues of
ASD. Holds a full year's
issues of magazines. They
open flat for quick and
easy reference. 2 for $6.00
+ $3.75 PH. Order from:
ASD, PO Box 777,

North Scituate, RI 02857

00 1

Gellette, PO Box 43425, Las Vegas, NV 89116.

POCKET DICTIONARIES OF
SQUARE DANCE CALLS
2 terrific books with exact CALLERLAB definitions for dancers and callers alike! Book 1 (Red),
Mainstream $5 (incl. postage); Book 2
(Green)Plus, Al & A2 $6 (incl. postage). Specify
which book and send your check to:

Supreme Audio, Inc, PO Box 50,
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
or contact your local square dance shop!

STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1998 New Revisd Edition, Round Dance
Basics Book. $8 ppd. Now includes 10-week
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete
approved terminology, mixers, teaching hints, plus
introduction into foxtrot, tango, cha cha and
ballroom. Coordinates with the Grenn record
teaching series. Order from Palomino Records,

1404 Weaver Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
or call Tom at 1-R00-328-3800.
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob
Howell Collection. Here you'll find everything
to get your toes lappin' and hips swinging-the
music, concise directions for all levels, plus
interesting history of each dance. Cost: $21.95
per book. S/H $3 50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada. Order
from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance,

1017 Williamsburg Drive, Charleston, IL 61920
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM ED FOOTE 5 books
available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 book), Cl,
C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the
indicated program from a variety of positions,
also includes helpful hints for dancing the calls.
Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, laser
printing provides clear sharp images. The most
complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced &
Challenge available today. Cost: 516.25 / book
includes shpg. ($17.25 for C-3A). (Canada add
$ 80). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless

Pl., Wexford, PA 15090.
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SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL
AGES - Complete teach book with complete
wording and definitions for each call with lots of
choreography. Great for teachers - you don't
need to be a caller. Big pnnting for easy reading/
calling. Absolutely complete wording everything
including how to get them started in a circle and
squares. Book 1 (Pre school thru grade 4) S25;
Book II (Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) S25; Both
Books $45 U.S. Funds (Canadian funds for
Canadian orders) Add S5 for postage.
Joe Uebelacker, 560 Mapie Tree Cres.
R RI Fraserville, Ontario, Canada KOI IVO

SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio"
largest selection of professional calling and
cueing equipment, records and publications
available from one source!
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS,
PHANTOM 480 SPEAKERS
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. ,YAK STACKS
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax• 800-34A-4867 or (603) 876 1001
E-mail: supremedsupreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com

Now owners of all 'New England Caller'
products. Caller Teacher manual, Caller Text,
Mainstream and Plus Student Handbooks, Diplornas. Calendars, Line Dance Books.
Videos, and lots more. Call or write for a price list.
PALOMINO RECORDS INC
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 1-800-227-5420

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
amplifiers • speakers • microphones
wireless microphones • speaker stands
1033 E Shary Circk, Concord, CA 94518
Telephone: (510) 682-8390

RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
Continuing Dealer Management Program
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Supremeupreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1404 Weavers Run Rd,
West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

S/D PRODUCTS
NO MORE STICKY DANCE FLOORS!
Dance smoother, better, and less tiring with
DANCER'S FRICTION REDUCERS applied to
your shoe sole. A handy zip locked pack of 6 cost
55.00 (postage included). Money back guarantee.
Specify mens or ladies.
BWC Co , PO Box 247, Sharon, PA 16121
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
TUrntables, Speakers, Microphones (standard and
wireless), Speaker Stands.
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs.
Palomino Records, Inc.
1404 Weavers Run Rd.,West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420
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VIDEOS
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video tape senes.
"BOB HOWELL LIVE" $19.95 + S3 S/H. 11 "quick
teach" dances for one right stands and recreaticnal use.
"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET" a traditional
mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 audio
cassettes (Dances From Appalachian and audio of
Stew Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 + S2 S/11.
"JERRY HELT'S DANCE PARTY", featuring
material useful for one night stands for community dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry
calling the dances. 529.95 plus S3 S/H.
"SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO
CLOGGING" makes clogging easy, even for the
novice. 519.95 + S3 S/H
"JERRY HELT'S COMMUNITY DANCE
PARTY" features a 24 basic square dance program
suitable for community dance programs. Includes
audio of Jerry calling the dances. $29.95 + S3 SM.
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation do
Stew Shacklette 460 Long Needle Road,
Brandenburg, KY 40108. Visa and MC accepted.
Phone: (502)422-2421 or 800-446-1209 to order.
CALLER INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS by ED
FOOTE, CALLERLAB accredited Caller Coach.
Two videos available: Creative Choreography,
Sight Calling. Each color video about 90 mins
long. Presentations organized and complete.
$39.95-one tape, S59.95-both tapes.
Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Avenue,
Alliance, OH 44601
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If you are relocating for the winter
months, you MUST
notify us of your address change
no later than the 10th of the
month preceeding the move.
We will NOT be responsible
for undelivered issues.
VIDEO POST-GRADUATE MULTI-POSITION TEACH TAPES by ED FOOTE. Calls
are taught from multiple positions for dancers
who already know the calls from standard position. Numerous walk thrus of the more difficult
calls at each CALLERLAB program, along with
brief samples of dancing, and hints for successful
dancing. Understanding of calls is emphasized. 4
video tapes available: Mainstream, Plus, A-I, A2, each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format.
Cost: $39.95-I tape; 559.95-2 tapes. Order from

Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave., Alliance, OH
44601.
NEW VIDEO RELEASES FROM THE
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION.
Bob Howell's "JOY OF DANCING" and Don
Armstrong's 3-tape senes "REEL TO REEL"
and Stew Shacklette's "LINE DANCES FOR
SENIORS" and "COUNTRY-WESTERN
LINE DANCES FOR SQUARE DANCE
CALLERS". All videos are S19.95 ea. + S3 S/H.
Call (800) 446-1209 to order. MasterCard and
Visa accepted.
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RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE
VALLEY, year-round 32 sessions of workshops
and party dances per week. Built for dancers,
owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD

R.V. PARK, 4525 Graham Rd. Harlingen,
TX 78552. (210) 423-1170. For reservations and
information only 1-800-459-4525.

WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round
Dance Vacation, May 28 - Sept 8, 1998. 11
miles south of Missoula. National Callers most
weekends. Special round dance weeks and
weekends. Camp among the pines on Lobo
Creek. Write or call for brochure.
Ray Granger, 9955 Lobo Creek Rd, Lobo, MT
59847 Phone: (406) 273-0141

MEDICAL SUPPLIES
DIABETICS
If you have medicare or insurance, you could
be eligible to receive your diabetic supplies at
no cost (insulin dependent only).
Call 800-337-4144
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SOFTWARE
"WinH ash" for Windows (PC)
Square Dance Choreography Computer Program
Full Animation! Smooth Body Flow!
• Basic, Mainstream, Plus, Advanced 1 & 2!
• Drag & Drop Simplicity!
•Operates in Windows..follows Windows Format
•"Teach Function" - Create New Calls and
Formations...Even Asymmetric formations!
• Menu & Button Driven
• No New Vocabulary To Learn
• "Quick Step" Animation. "Birds Eye" Top View!
• Each Dancer Identified By Color, Number &
Shape
• Calls According To Callerlab Definitions
• Dance Can Be Saved - Viewed Later
• Create & Save Your Own "Modules"
• Can Create 'Set-Ups", Zero Box. Zero Line, Etc.
• Works From Any "Legal" Formation
• Shows Full Body Flow - Dance Speed Adjustable
• Dancers May Be Repositioned From Any Formation
• Dance Printout With Or Without Formation
• CaSzriab Defaitions Available Hum Drip- Down Menu
• Replay, Undo & Redo Functions
• Easily Understood Printed Handbook
• System Requirements:
386 Or Higher - 40 MHz or Higher
486 Processor Recommended For Al & 2
DOS 3.3 or Higher - Windows 3.1 or Higher
Hard Disk - 5 MB Free Space - 4 MB Ram
• WinHash 5199 plus $4 shipping
THE ELECTRIC SQUARE DANCE (PC)
A New Square Dance Choreography
Computer Program for Callers & Dancers!
• Basic, Mainstream & Plus Programs
• DOS or Windows Compatible!
• Full Animation! Full Body Flow! Exact Definitions!
• Drop Down Menus
• Use Your Mouse Or Keyboard
• Dancers Identified By Color, Number & Shape
• Shows Full Body Flow And Use Of Hands
• Standard Formations Displayed With A Mouse Click
• Dancers May Be Repositioned From Any Formation
• Easily Understood Pnnted Handbook
• System Requirements: 386 or Higher
• DOS-Compatible PC - DOS 3.3 or Higher
• Hard Disk, EGA or Better Monitor
• The Electric Square Dance 5129 plus S4 shipping
"SQUARE DANCE ACTION" (MAC)
• Square Dant.eCh3reogaphy Animation Fee The Mac!
• Basic, Mainstream, Plus, Advanced I & 2!
• Menu Driven Or Type In Moves
• Full Smooth Animation, "Bird's Eye" Top
View!
• No New Vocabulary To Learn
• Each Dancer Identified By Number & Shape
• Calls According To Callerlab Definitions
American Square Dance, August 1998

• Calls May Be Abbreviated "htpo" is Heads Pass The Ocean
• Dance Can Be Saved - Viewed Later
• Create & Save Your Own Modules
• Shows Full Body Flow - SpeedAdjustable
• Reposition Dancer To Many Starting Formations
• Stop Action, Replay & Choreo Record Modes
• Comprehensive User Manual On Disk Easily Printed
• SystemRequirements: MAC II or Later Using
System 7.0 or Later
• square Dance Action $99 plus $4 shipping
Supreme Audio, Inc. (Exclusive dealer)
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NIl 03455-0050
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct # + 800#
E-mail: supremeta>supreme-audio.com
Home Page- www.supreme audio.com

CALLING EQUIPMENT
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling and
cueing equipment, records and publications
available from one source!
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS.
PHANTOM 480 SPEAKERS
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
lntemet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com

PATTERNS
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS. Full line of SD
patterns and western. Featuring maps, elastic and
many calla. items. Said your name and address along
with $2 for a catalog. A ron 's, 8974
E. Huntington Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91775
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE
THEME COUNTED CROSS-STITCH
PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5
patterns each. S5 ea.+$1.50 pstg. per order.
State patterns available upon request at $1.50
ea.+$.50 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome.
Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican
Trail, Wilmington, NC 28409.

WANTED
New Material suitable for WORKSHOP purposes. Please forward to T & D Square &
Round Dance Association, Inc., do Dean &
Ethel Fisher, 70 Napier St., Collingwood,
Ontario, Canada L9Y 3S9
97

Now From American Square Dance Products
;Ti

Lucas

Basic Mainstream
Handbook
$1.50 ea. +PH

Plus Movement
Handbook
$1.00 ea. +PH

Indoctrination
Handbook
$.75 ea. +PH

Contact ASD at (401) 647-9688
or mail to ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857
Refer to ad on page 83 for ordering information.
Quantity discounts available.
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PALOMINO RECORDS, INC

1404 Weavers Run Road
West Point, KY 40177
(800) 328-3800
YOUR "ONE STOP" SHOP!!!
palominorecordsOi att.net
VAVVV.palominorecords.com

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER
(Wholesale and Retail)
of square dance, round dance, country western,
current and oldies music
Over 500,000 records in stock!!!

ATTENTION ROUND DANCERS!
NOW AVAILABLE FOR YOUR DANCING PLEASURE:

"PHASE II CUED ROUNDS" - VOL. 1
(CD - $12.00 OR CASSETTE - $10.00)
ESP
RED BOOT
CHINOOK
MERRY-GO-ROUND
TNT
GRENN
WINDSOR

1. BOULEVARDS OF OLD NEW YORK
2. BUFFY - TNT RECORDS
3. EDELWEISS
4. FIDDLESTEPPERS POLKA
5. FRAULEIN
6. GREEN DOOR #2
7. JACALYNS WALTZ
8. LONESOME ME
9. MISS EMILY'S PICTURE
10. MISSION BELL WALTZ
$1. MY CUP RUNNETH OVER
12. SMALL WORLD
13. SUMMER SOUNDS
14. TAKE ONE STEP '80
t 5. TWILIGHT TIME

CHANTILLY
SCOPE
BELCO
CHAPARRAL
WAGON WHEEL
BLUE STAR
SILVER SOUNDS

WE ALSO STOCK 100'S OF 45 RPM RECORDS WITH VOCAL CUES! (PHASE II-IV)
VOICE ORDERS• (USA 8. CANADA) (800) 3283800
(INTERNATIONAL). (502) 922-0074
CUSTOMER SERVICE: (502) 922-0370
TAX ORDERS (USA 8. CANADA): (8001 227-5420
(OTHERS): (502) 922-0270

FOREIGN "TOLL-FREE" FAX ORDERS'
AUSTRALIA
800-553-619
DENMARK
80001.6034
GERMANY
0130-81-7038
JAPAN
0066-33-830022
NEW ZEALAND
0800-440-629
SWEDEN
020-793550
UNITED KINGDOM 0800-89-5192
TAIWAN
0080-10-3722
BELGIUM
0800-7-4354
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'ROUND nec s'oe/ARE
4

wIrch c57-e-an.

it WHY? WELL, I ASKED HIM TO 6
90 A ROUND WITH ME AND
THE JERK PuT ON THOSE GLOVES.'

Have you finished
reading this
copy of ASD?
Why not pass it
on to a friend.
If this is your
friend's copy,

why not
subscribe to ASD.
Check out the ASD
subscription form inside,
or give us a call.
American Square Dance
PO Box 777
N Scituate, RI 02857
401-647-9688
401-647-3227 (fax)
ASDMAG(ia0A.COM - e-mail
WWW.DOSIDO.COM - web site

(ATTENTION: CALLERS & CLUBS'\

SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
SQUARE DANCE MANUALS
Invaluable Helpers for both
Dancers and Callers
THE HANDBOOK SERIES
Indoctrination
Handbook
32 pages. What al I miture
dancerashotiklIrra.m.
5.75 percopy.
Save Money!
$60.00 per 100.
The Basic & Mainstream
Handbook
Plus Movements
64 Nges, 450 illustrations
Handbook
$1.50 percopy.
32 pages, 150 illus.
$120.00 per 100.
$1.00 percopy.
$85.00 per 100.
Every Dancer & Caller Should Have One!

1-800-445-7398
Phone: /400 15-73914 or 603476-3636
Fax tioo- 346-4867or603-876-4001
Foreign Toll Free AT&T USA Direct a + 800.
E-mail supremeasupreme -audio.oum
Home Page littp://www.suprerne-audio.com

SUPREME AUDIO, INC.
P.O. Box 50
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

